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A kernel of measures is a mapping X on a topological space 
T into the space of measures M(S) on a locally compact space 
S, such that the function X(f)(x) = /gf(y)X(x,dy) belongs to 
C(T) when f belongs to C (S). This notion has been studied 
extensively in probability theory with great restrictions on 
the spaces S and T and the range of X. The primary concern of 
this dissertation is the removal of these restrictions, with 
applications to topics distinct from probability as a 
consequence.
The first chapter consists entirely of preliminary 
material. In Chapter II it is shown that X(x)(E) = X(x,E) is 
a Borel measurable function of x in T for each Borel subset 
E of S. When T is also locally compact and Hausdorff it is
then shown that the measure X{y) (E) - f ^ X  (x,E) \i (dx) is a
regular measure on S for u in M(T). These results underlie 
all succeeding work. As a consequence, a continuous operator 
A on CQ (S) into C(T) can be written as Af = X (f), for feCQ (S), 
and for ueM(T), one has additionally that A*y = X{y) where A* 
is the adjoint map of A on M{T).
The third chapter is devoted to the study of linear maps 
A on C{S) into C(T) and similar integral representations are 
obtained for A and A* when A is continuous on C(S)a. Neces-P
sary and sufficient conditions on the kernel X are given so
that the formula Af = X(f) defines a continuous operator on
iv
VC(S)0 into C(T)„. Extensions of an operator from C_(S) to p p o
C(S) are also studied. It is shown that a norm continuous 
operator on C(S) given by a kernel must be continuous on C(S) 
when S is paradompact.
It is in Chapter IV that the removal of hypotheses on the 
spaces S and T yield results of wide application. A study is 
made of kernels X for which A(•,E) is continuous for Borel 
sets E. This is shown to be equivalent to continuity of 
X(•,C) for closed sets C whose complement is a-compact and 
equivalent to the weak continuity of the mapping x -► X(x) or 
to the weak compactness of the operator Af = X(f) and finally, 
equivalent to the weak compactness of the sets {x(x):xs;K} for 
K a compact subset of T. This result yields generalizations 
and improvements of well-known theorems on weak compactness 
and convergence in M(S) and in the L1 spaces. Several dis­
tinct kernels are studied as exemplary. A brief study is made 
of the norm continuity of x -► X(x) with analagous results, and 
finally of the continuity of |x|(*,E), the variation of 
X(•,E).
The fifth chapter is devoted to a study of the compact and 
weakly compact operators on C(S)„. It is shown that a linear
p
operator A maps a B-neighborhood of zero into a weakly rela­
tively compact subset of C(T)0 if and only if A is continuous
P
with the norm topology on C(T) and maps bounded sets into 
weakly relatively compact sets. Analagous results hold for 
compact operators.
vi
In Chapter VI it is shown that every semigroup of 
continuous operators on C(S)e is generated by a transitionP
function on M(S). The B-equicontinuous semigroups on C(S) 
are characterized with an application to semigroups of maps 
on C(S).
INTRODUCTION
The concept of a kernel of measures on a topological 
space S has a long and varied history in mathematics. Class­
ically, one studied operators A acting on functions f by means 
of the integral transformation [Af] (x) = /gf (y) K(x,y) y (dy) , the 
kernel being the measures X(x,E) = /£K(x,y)y(dy), so that 
[Af](x) = /gf(y)X (x,dy). It is in this latter form that ker­
nels appear when applied to modern mathematics. This is in 
particular true in the study of Markov and stochastic processes.
Although kernels of this type have been extensively studied 
by probabalists and others interested in such matters, the 
idea of a kernel has hardly been studied at all with a view 
towards its application to modern analysis, save in the case of 
kernels of vector valued measures as found in [9] and [13]. In 
this dissertation we undertake such a study.
A severe limitation on the applicability of those results 
found in probability theory to modern analysis is that the 
underlying space S is assumed to be first countable and that 
the measures involved are usually probability measures. In 
Chapter II we discard these assumptions, restricting our work 
only to regular measures on locally compact spaces. We show 
that the function X(*,E) is Borel measurable and that the 
measure v(E) = f ^ x  (x,E)y(dx) is a regular Borel measure on S. 
This result underlies all succeeding work.
1
2In the next chapter we apply these results to the 
representation and characterization of the continuous linear 
operators on C(S)D and to their adjoint mappings. In essenceP
our work shows that the 6-topology on C(S) is of natural in­
terest for the study of linear transformations of C(S), and 
moreover, if S is paracompact and one is interested, as in 
probability theory, in the study of operators given by kernels, 
then the requirement that the operators be 6-continuous 
warrants no additional assumptions on the operator or its 
kernel.
It is in Chapter IV that the relaxation of hypotheses on 
the space S and the measures involved yields wide application 
of the idea of a kernel. In particular, it is shown that the 
study of kernels A for which A(*,E) is continuous for Borel 
sets E, yields a general theory of weak compactness and con­
vergence in the space of measures, and the spaces, and more­
over, improves the known results. It is always the case in 
these applications that the underlying spaces are not generally 
first countable.
In Chapter V we make use of our work in the previous 
chapters in characterizing the compact and weakly compact 
operators on C (S) and C(S)fl. The results obtained allow oneO p
to apply the general theory of such operators to the space 
C{S)a, which is neither metrizable, bornological or barrelled 
unless S is compact.
3Finally, in Chapter VI, we study semigroups of operators 
in the space C (S)_. It is shown that a semigroup of continuous
P
operators on C(S)Q is generated by a transition function of
P
regular measures and hence, under certain additional conditions, 
is generated by a Markov process on S. This is a result known 
for first countable spaces. We then characterize the equi- 
continuous semigroups on C(S)Q so that one may apply the general
P
theory to semigroups on this space. Our principle result is 
that when S is paracompact one may treat any semigroup on C(S) 
generated by a Markov process, and satisfying the usual condi­
tions, as an equicontinuous semigroup of continuous operators 
on C(S)„ with no loss of generality and to some advantage.
P
In closing we mention that many of our proofs are consid­
erably detailed; this was done solely to aid the reader and we 
trust that this detail will not become tedious. In Chapter I 
we include an introduction to our notation and terminology and 
a summary of those results upon which our work most depends. 
Finally, all theorems, definitions, and other such items are 




This dissertation is concerned with the study of only one 
topic, that of a kernel of measures, which we will presently 
define. The interest and application of this idea is found in 
several diverse fields however, and we attempt in this chapter 
to give the reader a brief foundation in each and to acquaint 
him with our notation and terminology.
Topology and function spaces.
Unless otherwise noted all topological notions are those
*
of Kelley [20]. In particular the reader is urged to refer to
this text with regard the idea of a net, a subnet and a cluster
point of a net, which will be of some importance in the sequel.
We assume a knowledge of locally compact Hausdorff topological
spaces, paracompact and o-compact spaces, Urysohn1s lemma, and
certain equivalences of compactness and net convergence. All
of these may be found in detail in the above named source.
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. We denote by
C(X) the collection of all bounded continuous complex-valued
functions on X, by CQ (X) those functions f e C{X) such that
{x:|f(x)1 > e} is a compact subset of X for each e > 0, and by
C (X) those functions in C (X) of compact support; that is, the c o
closure of the set of non-zeroes of a function f in C (X) isc
compact in X, and we denote this set by spt(f).
5If A is a collection of subsets of X we denote by a(A) the 
o-algebra generated by A Thus a(A) is the intersection of all 
sets I of subsets of X such that A C l  E t X e E, X\A e E whenever
the set A consists of all open subsets of X, then the elements 
of a (A) are called the Borel sets of X.
If a function f is real-valued on X we say that f is 
o(A)-measurable if {x:f(x) > a} e a(A) for all real numbers a.
A complex-valued function is measurable if its real and imaginary 
parts are. We denote by B(X) the set of all bounded complex 
valued Borel measurable functions on X. Hence one has 
Cc (X) C  CQ (X> C  C(X)C B(X) .
If f e B(X) we set | f fl = sup {]f(x)|:x e X}. In the 
topology induced by this norm, the spaces C^tX), C(X), and 
B(X) are complete normed vector spaces and C <X) is dense in
Co<X).
A real-valued function f will be called lower semicontinuous 
if {x:f(x) > a} is an open set for all real numbers a, and
upper semicontinuous if {x:f(x) < a}is open. A function f is 
continuous if and only if it is both upper and lower semi­
continuous. The sum of lower semicontinuous functions is again 
such, as is the supremum taken pointwise of any collection of 
lower semicontinuous functions. If f is lower semicontinuous, 
then -f is upper semicontinuous. We refer the reader to 
Naimark [26] for the essential facts on such functions.
A e E, and if A^,A2 e E then so are If
6We end with a statement of Ascoli's theorem, a proof of 
which can be found in Edwards [13,p. 34]. Let us first define 
the compact-open topology on C(X) as that topology on C(X) 
with a base for the neighborhood system at a point geC(X) con­
sisting of all sets U(g,K,e) = {feC(X):jf(x)-g(x)| < e for all 
x e K} where e > 0 and K is a compact subset of X. A subset 
F(Z C(X) is equicontinuous if given a point xQ e X and e > 0 
there is a neighborhood V of x q  such that |f(x)-f(x ) | <■ e for 
all xeV and feF.
Theorem 1.1 (Ascoli). A set F (Z C(X) is relatively compact 
in the compact-open topology on C{X) if and only if F is 
equicontinuous and {f(x):feF} is a bounded subset in the complex 
plane for each xeX.
Measure Theory.
Let E be a a-algebra of subsets of X. A real-valued
function y defined on E is a real valued measure on E if
00 00
y(tjA.) = E y (A.) for all collections {A.} of mutually dis- 
i=l 1 i=l 1 1
joint sets in E. A measure on E is a function y = y^  + i . \ i ^
where y^ and y^ are real-valued measures on E.
n
If y is a measure on E we set |y|(E) = sup{ E |y{E.)|:
i=l 1
is a partition by E sets of E} for each EeE. The
number |y|(E) is called the variation of y on E and y is called
bounded if | y | (X) < <»; in this case j y | is a real valued
measure on E by [9,p. 128],
If y is a real valued measure on E then by [9, p. 130]
+ —there exist unique real measures, y and y , taking on only
7non-negative values, such that y = y + - y and |y| = y+ + y »
A bounded Borel measure y is called regular if for each 
Borel set E and each e > 0 there is a compact set K CZ E and 
an open set U C E such that |y| (U\K) < z .  We denote by M(X)
the collection of all bounded regular Borel measures on X, and 
by M(X)+ the positive measures therein. For yeM(X), the
equality ||y|| = |y| (X) defines a norm on M(X) under which M(X)
is a complete normed vector space.
This last statement is proven in T9]. As a general 
reference for measure theoretic questions not specifically 
covered here we make use of [9] and also [17]„ In particular, 
we assume a knowledge of the spaces L'(y) and Lm (y) as found 
in [17], along with a familiarity with the Radon-Nikodyn theorem
as found in [17, p. 128],
If y is a E-measure and f is a I-measurable function, we 
will use the notation /^fdy = /Xf(x)y(dx), where for y > 0 
and f > 0, the integral is defined to be the supremum in n of
<30
the numbers I k/2n u ( )  where = {x:k2 n «• f (x) = (k+l)2 n).
k=o
The integral is extended to arbitrary measures and functions 
in the usual way.
If T is a topological space and S is a locally compact 
Hansdorff space, we will write A:T -* M<S) to mean that A is a 
function on T whose range lies in M(S). The value of A(x) at 
a Borel set E will be denoted by A(x,E) and the variation of 
A (x) on E by | A j (x,E) . We also set | A (x) | = | A | (x^ S) and 
| A | = sup{ | j  A (x) | :xeT }. Finally, if feB(S) we set A (f) (x) =
8/ f(y)A(x,dy) for each xeT. We will call the function X a 
kernel provided that A(f) e C(T) for all f e CQ (S). Our first 
task will be to study the functions A(°,E) for E a Borel set.
Conway [6] has extended a result of Arens and Kelley[1]
and shown that the extremal points of the unit sphere m  MfS)
are the unimodular multiples of the unit point measures on S.
o o
We denote the point measure at seS by s; i„el( s (e ) = 1 if 
seE, 0 if s/E. We will show that certain linear operators on 
M(S) are completely determined by their images of the point 
measures., (See Corollary 2,22).
Before closing this section we mention that the idea of 
a kernel is not new and has been extensively studied m  the 
theory of stochastic and Markov processes, though not in its 
full generality. Historically the study has been related to 
the representation of operators on the spaces of functions 
defined above. Because of the generalizations we will gain 
through our work it will be seen that a wider class of 
problems may be treated with this concept,, In this respect 
the reader will find Chapter IV to be of interest.
Topological Vector Spaces and Functional Analysis.
In general our terminology will be that of [28], while 
our notation is principally that of [9] We will make use of 
several results from Edwards [13], along with a good bit of 
motivation gained therein.
9All topological vector spaces E will be locally convex 
and Hausdorffo That is, E is a vector space with a topology 
given by a collection {p} of seminorms such that if xcE and 
p(x) = 0 for all p, then x = 0. A base for the neighborhood 
system at OeE consists of all sets of the form ix:p(x) 1} 
where p is a seminorm on E„ We denote by E* the vector space 
of all continuous linear functionals on E„ If xeE and x*sE* 
we denote by < x,x*> the value of x* at x.
The weak * topology on E* is denoted by a(E*,E) and is 
defined by the family of seminorms px (x*) = |(x,x*)| for all 
xcE. The weak topology on E, denoted by o(E,E*), is defined 
by the seminorms p *(x) = |(x,x*> | for all x * eE*„
A set A C  E will be called weakly relatively compact if
its a (E,E*) closure is compact in the topology a(E,E*) , A 
set A is bounded if for each seminorm p on E there is a number 
a > 0 such that plx) <. a for all xeA. The strong topology on 
E* is the topology defined by the collection of seminorms 
{p„} defined by p_{x*) = sup{I(x,x*)I:xeB), where B is a
D D
bounded set in E., If E is a normed space, then the seminorm 
pn where B = {x:||x|i < 1> is a norm on E* and E* with the
D
strong topology is a Banach space. Henceforth the symbol E* 
will mean the dual space E* of E with the strong topology.
Hence E** denotes the adjoint of E* with the strong 
topology on both spaces. We can imbed E algebraically in E**
with the mapping x -*■ x** where (x*,x** ) = (x,x*)„
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Finally, if A (H E we denote by A° the set of all x*eE* 
such that |<x,x*)| < 1 for all xeA. A set B Cl E* is called 
equicontinuous provided B CL V° for some neighborhood V of 0 in 
E.
For ease of reference we state without proof the following 
important results„
Theorem 1.2. (Uniform boundedness principle [9]). If E 
is a-Banach space and B Cl E* such that sup{J (x,x*)|:x*eB} < ® 
for each xeE, then B is uniformly bounded,, That is B is 
bounded in the strong topology on E*.
Theorem 1.3. (Aliagou's theorem [28]). If V is a 
neighborhood of 0 in E, then V° is a(E*,E) compact.
Theorem 1.4. (Eberlein's theorem [28]). Let E be a complete 
topological vector space. If every sequence of points of a 
subset A of E has a weak cluster point in E, then A is weakly 
relatively compact in E.
Let E and F be topological vector spaces and A a linear 
mapping of E into F.
Theorem 1.5. ([28fp. 38]). If A is continuous in the
topologies o(E,E*) and a(F,F*), then the equation (x,A*x*) = 
(Ax,x*) defines a linear operator A* from F* into E* which is 
continuous when E and F are normed spaces and conversely.
We will call the operator A* the adjoint or transpose of 
A. We will make much use of all of the following results, 
many of which are easy to prove.
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Theorem 1.6. {[28,p. 39]),, If A is a continuous operator
on E into F, then A is weakly continuous. Furthermore, if A 
is weakly continuous, then A* is weakly continuous.
Theorem 1,7, ([28,p. 39]). If A is weakly continuous,
then for M d E ,  A*-1(M°) = A(M)°.
Theorem 1,8, ([13,p. 624]), Suppose the space F is
complete and A is continuous. The following are equivalent,
(a) A maps bounded sets in E into o(F,F*) relatively 
compact sets in F.
(b) A* maps equicontinuous subsets of F* into cr(E*,E**) 
relatively compact subsets of E*,
(c) A**(E**) C f .
Theorem 1.9, ([28,p. 152]). Let A be continuous on E
into the complete space Fc Then A maps bounded subsets of E 
into relatively compact subsets of F if and only if A* maps 
equicontinuous subsets of F* into relatively compact subsets 
of E*.
Theorem 1.10. ([28,pp,67 and 34]), If A is a subset of
E, then A is bounded if and only if A is weakly bounded. If 
A is convex, then the closure of A and its weak closure 
coincide.
This completes our summary of the general theory and we 
now turn to some specific spaces and their adjoints.
Throughout this paper the letter S denotes a locally 
compact Hausdorff space and CQ (S) has the norm topology.
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Theorem 1,11. (Riesz representation theorem [17]). If F
is a linear functional on C (S), then F is continuous if ando
only if there is a measure yeM(S) such that F(f) = /gfdy for
all f eC0 (S) . Furthermore, y is unique and | y | = | F | =
sup{ | /fdy | : | |f | < I K  If F (f) > 0 for all feCQ (S), f > 0, then
yeM{S)+.
Corollary 1.12. If U is an open subset of S and yeM(S) 
then |y|(U) = sup{ |/_fdy|: j |f | < l,feC (S) and spt(f)du).o O
Consequently CQ (S)* = M{S). We also will consider B(S)
as a subset of M(S)* in the following sense. If feB(S) then
we identify f with the functional F on M(S) defined by F(y) =
/gfdy for all yeM{S). As is easily seen this correspondence
is linear and isometric in the respective norm topologies.
We wish to consider several topologies on the space C(S).
When we consider C(S) with the norm topology we will always
write (C(S),|j ||) . The 6 or strict topology on C(S) is that
locally convex topology on C(S) defined by the seminorms
P,(f) = IKfll for <f>eC (S) ; when we consider C(S) with this <p o
topology we will write C(S)Q. It is easy to see that a base
P
for the ^-neighborhoods of 0 consists of all sets V, =
$
{f:P (f) < 1} for <l»eCo (S) , $ > 0. Consequently a 
6-equicontinuous subset of C(S) * is necessarily contained in
P
some V° for <j> > 0 in C (S) .$ o
The B topology on C(S) was introduced by Buck [2]. It 
has been studied by Glicksburg [15], and Wells [31], while 
Shields and Rubel [30] have found it to be of use in studying
13
the bounded analytic functions on the open unit disc. More 
recently, Conway [6] made a study of the relationship between 
C{S). and its adjoint; the author recommends his work as anP
excellent summary of the results which we will most use here 
as well as an invaluable aid in the sequel.
We consider one further topology on C(S), the 6' or 
bounded strict topology introduced recently by Dorroh [8].
Let Br = {f eC(S) : ||f | < r}u A base for the neighborhood system 
at 0 in the B' topology consists of all absolutely convex
absorbent sets W such that for each r > 0 there is a 3-
neighborhood V of 0 such that V C \ BrCZ W, For some general 
results on topologies generated in this manner see Collins [3]. 
Collins and Dorroh [4] have studied and made some use of the
3' topology on C(S) in their recent paper; we only make use
of 3' to yield results in C(S)QlP
We now summarize those properties of C(S)0 and C(S)_,
P P
which will be of most use in the sequel, and also list some 
important results on weak compactness in the space of measures 
M(S)
Theorem 1,13. (Buck [2])., A linear functional F on C(S)„ 
is continuous if and only if there is a unique measure 
yeM(S) such that F(f) = /gfdu for all feC(S)„
Theorem l014n (Buck [2])„
(a) C(S)g is complete.
(b) A set in C(S) is 8-bounded if and only if it is norm 
bounded.
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(c) The 8 and norm topologies agree if and only if S is 
compact.
(d) On bounded subsets the 8 and compact-open topologies 
coincide.
(e) CQ (S) is 6-dense in C(S).
(f) C(S) J = M(S) .
The statement (f) of Theorem 1.14 of course follows from 
Theorem 1,13 and (b) since the norm topology of M(S) is the 
topology defined by the norm bounded subsets of C(S).
From our previous remarks it now follows that a set 
H ClM(S) is B-equicontinuous if and only if there is a <j)-CQ (S)
with $ > 0 such that | <f , y ) |  = |/c fdy| < | for all feVA and
y eH .  A  most important characterization of the B-equicontinuous 
sets is given by
Theorem 1.15. (Conway [5]). If HdM(S) the following are 
equivalent.
(a) H is B-equicontinuous.
(b) H is uniformly bounded and for each e > 0 there is
a compact set K of S such that |y|(S\K) < e for all
yeH.
(c) For some 4>eCQ (S) with <t> a 0, H(^{yEM(S):y vanishes 
off the non-zeroes of 4> and | ~  • y | < 1} where
(i • y ) ( E )  = f E 1 / *  d y .
Theorem 1.16. (Conway [5]), If S is paracompact then 
every B-weak * compact set (i.e., o(M(S)/C(S) ) compact set)P
is B-equicontinuous.
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It has also been shown by Conway [6] that a 6-weak * 
compact set of non-negative measures is always B-equicontinuous 
for any space S.
All that we will need to know about the space C(S/Q| isP '
contained in the following.
Theorem 1.17. (Dorroh [8]).
(a) C(S)„, is sequentially complete.
P
(b) S' is a finer topology than B.
(c) B and B1 agree on norm bounded sets.
(d) C<S)*, = M(S).
(e) 6 = 6 '  if S is paracompact.
The last result follows from Conway [5] who has shown that 
when S is paracompact then B is the Mackey topology on C(S); 
i.e., B is the finest locally convex topology on C(S) for 
which the adjoint space is M(S).
We now wish to state a few results on weak compactness 
and weak convergence in M(S). The first result is due to 
Grothendieck [16] and can also be found in Edwards [13]. We 
will make much use of this result.
Theorem 1.18. (Grothendieck [16]). Let A be a bounded
subset of M(S). The following are equivalent.
(a) Iff -*-0 weakly in C (S) , then f  „ f  dy -*■ 0 uniformlyn o S n
for yeA„
(b) If (Un} is a sequence of disjoint open subsets of S,
then y (Un) -+ 0 uniformly for ycA.
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(c) (1) For each compact set K d S  and each e > 0 there
is an open set U^ K such that |y|{U\K) < e for all
y eA.
(2) For each c > 0 there is a compact set K CZs such 
that |u|(S\K) < e for all yeA.
(d) A is weakly relatively compact.
We will make only slight use of the following theorem from 
Edwards [13,p. 287].
Theorem 1.19. If A is a weakly relatively compact set in 
M(S) then there is a yeM(S)+ such that each veA can be written 
in the form v(E) = /gfdy for all Borel sets E, where feL'(y).
Definition 1.20. A  set AdM(S) is called uniformly outer 
(inner) regular with respect to (w*r*t) compact (open) sets if 
and only if for each e > 0 and each compact set K (open set V) 
there is an open set U Z)K (a compact set Q CZv) such that 
|y |(U\K) < e <|y|(V\p) < e) for all y eA.
We provide a proof of the following result which is used 
in the proof of Theorem 1.18 and which we will have much need 
for in the proofs and statements in the sequel.
Theorem 1.21. A set A CM(S) is uniformly inner regular 
w .r .t . open sets if and only if A is uniformly outer regular 
w.r.t. compact sets and uniformly inner regular for the set S.
Proof: We prove the necessity first. If e > 0 then since
S is open there is a compact set K (Zs such that |y|(S\K) < t  
for all yeA. Suppose now that Q is a given compact set in S. 
Since S\Q is open there is a compact set P CZs\Q such that
Iy I ((S\Q)\P) < e for all yeA by hypothesis. Hence |y|((S\P)\Q)
< e for all yeA and S\P is an open set containing Q.
We now prove the sufficiency. Let e > 0, U an open set 
in S. By hypothesis there is a compact set Q such that 
|y|(S\Q) < e/ 2  for all y e A .  Since Q\U is compact there is an 
open set V (Z Q\U such that | y | (V\(Q\U>) < e/ 2  for all y eA.
Let = Q\V. Then is compact and U\Q^ C U\Q C  V\{Q\U). 
Since |y |(U\Q) < | y | (S\Q) < e / 2  this means | y | (UXQ^ < e for
all yeA.
Theorem 1.22. (Conway [6]). If yn,yeM(S), then the 
following are equivalent:
(a) yn -*■ y weakly.
(b) {y } is uniformly bounded and y (U) y (U) for alln n
open sets U.
(c) /fdy -*■ /fdy for all bounded Jl.s.c. functions f.n
(d) (1) is B-equicontinuous and uniformly outer
regular w.r.t. compacta.
(2) y -*■ y B-weak*; i.e. fdy„ -*• /„fdy for all n s n s
feC(S)g.
We will obtain a generalization of and improvement upon
Theorem 1.22 in Chapter IV (see Theorem 4.10). We will also
see (Corollary 3.3) that (2) of (d) can be weakened to 
"yn ■+ y weak*". Conway [6] points out that (2) implies that 
{yn} is B-equicontinuous when S is paracompact.
Finally, suppose that for each te[0,®) a kernel At:S+M(S) 
is given, and that A (*,E) is Borel measurable for all Borel
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sets 3 and | X^ || < ». We call the function t -* X^ a transition
function if it satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation.
d) xt+u(x'E> “ ^sxt (Y/E)xu (x/dY) for all t,u > 0, xeS,
and Borel sets E.
The transition function is a concept associated with
Markov processes. Usually one takes Xfc to have range M(S)+
and I X. I £ 1 and X (x) < x for all xeS. Then the measures " t o
X^(x,*) are considered as probability measures on the state
space S. Kolmogorov [2.1] introduced this idea in 1931 and was
motivated by the study of Brownian motion. One usually takes
the number X (x,E) to be the probability that a moving particle
in the space S which is at x at time zero is in E at time t.
Perhaps the most well known transition function is that function
which is associated with uniform motion along a straight line
o
and is given by Xfc(x,E) = (x + t)(E) where S = [0,«). The 
reader may refer to the texts by Nevue [27] , Lofeve [25] and 
Dynkin [11] for further information and a complete introduc­
tion to this concept. The second text by Dynkin [12] also 
contains a historical summary of the theory.
Semigroups of Operators.
Let X be a locally convex, sequentially complete,
Hausdorff topological vector space and for each te[0,«) let 
Tfc be a continuous linear operator on X into itself. The 
collection [T^st z  0} is called a semigroup of operators in 
X provided Tt+U = TtTu ^or
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The study of semigroups on Banach spaces originated with 
Hille [19] and Yosida [32] and is introduced and developed 
from various viewpoints in the texts by Dynkin [11], Dunford 
and Schwartz [9] and Hille and Phillips [19]. Dynkin also 
develops a theory of semigroups in the weak * topology on a 
Banach space, while Yosida [33] has since recorded the general 
theory of semigroups in such spaces X defined above; this 
theory was suggested by L. Schwartz [33,p. 249],
We present here certain basic results all of which are 
easily proven by a slight generalization of the proofs found 
in Dynkin for Banach spaces. With these results one can 
apply the results in [33] to the slightly more general case 
we consider here.
We will assume that the semigroup {Tt} is equicontinuous 
on bounded intervals of [0,») throughout. That is, there is
a number a > 0 such that for a given neighborhood V of 0 in X,
there is a neighborhood U of 0 in X, such that T^(U) C  V for
all t < a. It follows that if for some a > 0 {Tt:t < a} is
equicontinuous, then (Tt:t < a} is equicontinuous for all 
a > 0. This is a simple consequence of the semigroup property.
We let X_ = {xeXrlim T.x = x} and let Ax = lim (T.x-x)/h o i x u i + nt-*o h+o
if this limit exists and set D_ = (xeX:Ax is defined}. TheA
mapping x -*■ Ax defines a linear operator A on the subspace DA 
which is called the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup. 
The semigroup is said to be strongly continuous on XQ.
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Theorem 1.23. (1) Xq is a closed subspace of X which is
invariant under all operators T^.
(2) If xeX then t -+■ T.x is a continuous function ono t
[0,®) into XQ.
(3) C X and if xeD. then AxeX .A o A o
(4) The closure of is Xq.
t
(5) If xe.D then T xeD, for t >. 0 and T x-x = f  T Ax ds =
n  t A  u q  S
t
f A T x ds. 
o 5
(6) If xeDA then for all t > 0,d/dt Tfcx exists and equals 
A Tfcx and TfcAx.
(7) The linear operator A restricted to Xq is sequentially 
closed; i.e., if {xn)C and x,yeXQ and xn^x and Axn-*-y then
xe.Da and Ax = y.
Since the space XQ is closed and hence sequentially 
complete and is also invariant under all operators Tfc, the 
restriction of the semigroup to XQ yields a semigroup of 
operators to which the general theory of Yosida [33] nearly 
applies. The only additional requirement (see [33,p.234]) is 
that [Tt:t > 0} be equicontinuous on XQ. We will investigate 
this problem in detail for the specific spaces C(S)„ or C(S)„,«P D
Markov Processes.
Since a part of our results yield a connection between 
semigroups of operators and transition functions (see Chapter 
VI) and hence Markov processes, we give here a definition of 
this concept taken from Dynkin [11].
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Let S be a set with a o-algebra N. Let n be a set and
-+ [0,«) and let = {we£l:5(w) > t> and let be a
a-algebra on n. for each t > 0. For each xeS, let P be a
probability measure on a a-algebra M° on n containing Mfc for
all t > 0. Finally let be a function defined on £lfc with 
range in S; notice that x(t,w) = xfc(w) is then a function of 
t defined on [0,€(w)).
The collection {£,Px,Mt,xt} is said to form a Markov 
process provided the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) If t < u and AeMfc, then A P\nueMu.
(2) For t * 0, x"1(E) e Mt for EeN.
(3) P {t,x,E) = P (x7^(E)) is N-measurable in x for a 
fixed t £ 0 and EeN.
(4) P {0 , x, E\{ x }) = 0.
(5) For t,h > 0, EeN and AeMfc
PX(A 0  x”^h (E)} = f a xA (w)P{h,xt (w),E)Px (dw).
(6) For wed, there is an w'efi such that x (w1) =t o u
xt+u(w) for 0 < u < C(w') = £(w) - t.
The set is called the sample space and the function £ 
is called the lifetime of the process. The algebra Mt can be
considered as the collection of events observed up to time t,
where the functions x^ are visualized as the trajectories of 
moving particles in the space S. Finally PX (A) is the prob­
ability that a particle starting at the point xcS is in the 
set A.
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It follows from (3) ,  (4) and (5) that the formula
xt(x,E) = P (t, x, E) defines a transition function on s. Further­
more one can also prove that if f is a bounded N-measurable 
function on S then
At (f)(x) = /gf(y)(x,dy) = /ftf(xfc(w))Px (dw).
Thus X^(f)(x) represents what is usually called the expectation 
of the random variable (i.e., measurable function) f ° xfc with 
respect to the probability P .
CHAPTER II
KERNEL? ;iND OPERATORS ON C (S)o
Let T be a topological space, S a locally compact Hausdorff 
space, and let A:T -* M(S) be a kernel. We have seen in the 
introduction to transition functions that one wishes to form 
the /CA (y,E) A (x,dy), where A. and A are kernels. Conse-
D C U C U
quently, one is interested in the integrability of the function 
A(•,E) for Borel sets E. We determine conditions for this in 
terms of the functions A <f) for feCo (S). This serves as partial 
motivation for the work in this chapter.
Of further interest however is the natural manner in which
kernels arise in the integral representation of operators. Let
A be a continuous operator on CQ (S) into C(T) with the topology
of pointwise convergence on T. For each xeT, the mapping
f -+ [Af](x) determines a bounded linear functional on C (S),o
which, by Theorem 1.11, can be written in the form [Af](x)
= /gf(y)A(x,dy) where A(x,*)eM(S). The resulting function 
A:T -> M (S) is a keruel. We will show that (A*yXE)=/TA(x,E)p(dx) 
and also that A**f = A(f) for feB(S), These results are 
crucial to the remainder of our work. We will, for example, 
use these results to determine necessary and sufficient con­
ditions under which the operator A on CQ (S) may be extended to 
an operator A on C(S) into C(T) in a unique manner and such 
that A is g-continuous.
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We first consider the problem of Borel measurability of 
the function A{*,E) for all Borel sets E d  S.
We begin with a result due to Dynkin [101 which is crucial 
to our work in this section.
Theorem 2.1: Let A be a collection of subsets of a set X
which is closed under finite intersections and let X e A. Let
I d a  (A) and suppose I satisfies the conditions:
(1) A d Z .
(2) If A,Be Z and A d  B then A\BeZ.
(3) If {A^:i=l,2, .. . } d  £ and for ij^ j we have A. Pi A. =□
oo ^ 3
then U A. e Z . 
i=l 1
Then Z = a(A).
Proof: Let us suppose that Z satisfies the condition:
(4) If A,Be I then A(1 Bel.
Let {A^ldZ. Then it follows that A^ 0 A^eZ for each 
i < n and by (2) A^)eZ and by induction and (4) so
is
"n V (Ann V  “ An U)AxEl'
n-1
Let E = A M  A .. Then {E .:i=l,2,...}d  Z and by {3)
. n „n i-i
u  E. = u A.eJ since for i^j we have E.O E. =□ . Thus Z is
i=l 1 i=l 1 1 3
closed under arbitrary countable unions provided (4) holds. 
Because of (1) and (2) it follows that Z is closed under
countable intersections and hence Z is a o-algebra which con­
tains A and therefore we must have Z = o(A).
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Thus the proof will be complete provided we can show (4) 
is valid. Let us say that a system E' satisfying the hypo­
theses (1), (2) and (3) and A CZ E' C. a(A) satisfies condition
P.
Let E^ = flfE'tE' satisfies P). Then clearly Z (Z E^ and 
if we can show E^  satisfies P and E^ satisfies (4) we are 
through.
But clearly E^ satisfies P. Let E2 - {Aea(A):A 0 BeZ^ 
for all BeA}. We show z2 satisifes P.
Since A is closed under finite intersections we have 
E2 Z) A because £^ 3 a .  If A,BeE2 and A ZD B and CeA then 
Afl CjBOCcE^ and have by (2) f Afl C\B H C = A\B fl C e E. Hence 
A\B e E 2. If {A^} C  E 2, A^ 0 A. =□ for ij*j and BeA then
GO 0 0
{A. n B}C  E. and by (3) { J  {A. 0 B) = ( U  A. ) 0 Be E, . Hence 
1 x i=l i=l 1 1
GO
A^eE2< Thus E2 satisfies P.
i=l
Hence E2 Z) E^. Now let E^  = ( A e c t ( A )  : A 0 B e E ^  for all 
B e E ^ } .  If Ae A and B e E ^  then B e E 2 and hence by definition of 
E2 r A 0 Be  E^ and therefore Ae  E ^. Thus A CZ E^ and as before 
E^  must satisfy P and hence E3^D
Thus let A,BeE^. Then since AeE^ then by definition,
A 0 Be£^. Hence E^ satisfies P and (4) and therefore E^ = 
a(A) and the proof is complete.
Corollary 2.2; If E is a collection of Borel sets which 
contains all the open subsets of a topological space X and 
satisfies (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.1 then E is the collection 
of all Borel sets.
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We now begin a study of the functions A(‘,E) for E a 
Borel set. Let A denote the collection of open subsets of S.
Definition 2.3: Let A :T •+ M(S). We call A a quasi­
kernel if A(x)eM(S)+ for each xeT and if A(f) is a bounded
lower semicontinuous function on T for each f > 0 in Co (S}.
Lemma 2.4; If A is either a kernel of quasi-kernel then 
I A I = sup{ I A (x) I :xeT} <» and [| A < f) | < ||A||||f||.
Proof: For each xeT let F (f) = A(f){x). By hypothesis,
for each feC (S) sup{|A(f)(x)|:xeT} = supt|F (f)|:xeT}U n
= | A (f) | < ». Hence the collection of functionals {F^jxeT} 
is pointwise bounded and hence uniformly bounded since CQ (S) 
is a Banach space. But by Theorem 1.11 | F | = | A <x) ||.
Theorem 2.5: If A is a quasi-kernel and UeA, then
A{*,U) is lower semicontinuous.
Proof: Using Corollary 1.12 we have A(x,U)
= sup{A(f)(x):0 < f i 1, feCQ (S) and spt(F)(^U} for each 
xeT. But since A is a quasi-kernel, then a {f) is l.s.c. for
all f > 0 in CQ (S), and the supremum of l.s.c. functions is
1. s * c.
Theorem 2.6; If A is a quasi-kernel and Ee o (a ), then 
A(*,E) is Borel measurable on T.
Proof: We let £ = {Eea{A):A(•,E) is Borel measurable}.
Since the Borel algebra is generated by the open subsets of
T then by Theorem 2.5 we have £ 3  A• If A,Be£ and A 3  B
then, A(x,/\B) = A(x,A)-A(x,B) for each xeT and therefore 
iC\Be£. If {A^: i-1,2 ,... } Cl I and A^ f\ A^ =□ for i^j then
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X(x, Q  A.) = f X(x,A.) for each xeT and consequently 0  A. t l . 
i=l 1 i«=l 1 i=l
By Corollary 2.2, £ = <j(A), and the proof is complete.
Corollary 2.7; Let yeM(S)+, k:TxS -*■ R+, where R+ denotes 
the set of non-negative real numbers. If the function 
k(x,*)eL'(S,y) for each xeT and K^(x) = /gk(x,y)f(y)y(dy) is 
l.s.c. for all f > 0 in C (S), then /„k(*,y)y(dy) is Borel— O Hi
measurable for all Borel sets E.
We now consider an arbitrary kernel X. It follows from
our remarks in Chapter I that X(x) = [X^(x) - X^(x)]
+ i[xt(x) - X~{x)] where X*(x),x7(x)eM(S)+ for each xeT and 
 ^  ^ 3 J
j = 1,2. Since the real and imaginary parts of X also define 
kernels on T, it is evident that for the problem of measurabil­
ity of X(*,E) it suffices to consider real valued kernels.
Theorem 2.8; If X is a real valued kernel and X(x)
= X+(x) - X~(x), then X+ and X are quasi-kernels and so is
IxI = x+ + x“.
Proof: Let f be a non-negative function in CQ (S) and let
y(x,E) = /Ef(y)X(x,dy) for xeT and Ego(A). If geCQ (S), then 
u(g) = X(fg) and hence y(g) is continuous for geCo (S)r 
Therefore y is a kernel and furthermore | y | (x,S) =
= sup{ | y (g) (x) | :geCQ (S) and ||gj| < 1}. Since each function 
y(g) is continuous it follows that |y|(’,S) is l.s.c. But 
|y|(x,S) = /gf(y)|X|(x,dy) ■ /gf(y)X+ (x,dy) + /gf(y)X_ (x,dy)
= X+ (f)(x) + X (f)(x). Hence for f > 0 we have x+ (f) + X (f) 
is l.s.c. and since X is a kernel X+ (f) - X (f) is continuous.
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It now follows that both A+ (f) and A (f) are l.s.c. for the 
sum of l.s.c. functions is l.s.c. Since |a | = a+ + a this 
concludes the proof.
From Theorem 2.5 we then have
Corollary 2.9; If A is a real-valued kernel, then 
A+ (*,U), A~{•,U) and |a |(*,U) are l.s.c. for each UeA.
In a later section we consider continuity of these same 
functions and relate this to the study of weakly compact 
operators on CQ (S) and C(S)g.
Theorem 2.10; If A is a kernel and y and v are its real
and imaginary parts, then (1) A(*,E) is Borel measurable for
each Borel set E; (2) y(*,E), jy|C,E), y+ (*,E) and y”(*,E) 
are all Borel measurable; (3) same as (2) with y replaced 
by v.
For by Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.6 statements (2) and
(3) hold since y = y+ - y~ and |y| = y+ + y . But then (1) 
also holds.
Theorem 2.11i If A is a quasi-kernel, then A{f)eB(T)
for feB(S). Hence if A is a kernel the same statement holds.
Proof: We let feB(S), f > 0 and E^ = {seS:^“ |]f|| < f (s)
n
< £||f||} for k = 1,2,... ,n. Let = E jjllfllx n* Then
k=1 Ek
0 < g - f i ||f ||/n and hence ||a (g ) - A (f) | = sup{|/[g (y)ii n °° n
- f (y) ] A (x,dy) | :xeT} < ||gn - f ||sup{ ||A (x) ||:xeT < ||f j| ||A |j/n.
Since ||A || < » we would have A(f) measurable provided A (gn) is
for each n. But A (g ) (x) = E — ||f ||A (• ,E, ) and A(*,E.) isii * ■ n k. kk=l
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measurable since E^eotA). This completes the proof for a 
quasi-kernel X. If X is any kernel then the positive and 
negative parts of its real and imaginary parts are all quasi­
kernels and therefore the same conclusion holds for x.
This concludes our study of the measurability of a (*,E) 
for E Borel. Karel de Leeuw [24] points out that this problem 
is often slighted in the study of the convolution of measures 
on a locally compact group. It has been pointed out to the 
author that in the case of kernels of the type a (x ,E)
= /Ek(x,y)p(dy), k{x,*)eL'{p) the problem is again often 
ignored. In many cases it is true that the space T is first 
countable and S is metrizable in which case the problem of 
measurability is simplified for the obvious reason that the 
limit of a sequence of measurable functions is again measur­
able. Dynkin [12] in his study of Markov processes and 
transition functions, where again this problem occurs, assumes 
that every open set in S is the set of non-zeroes of a con­
tinuous function on S thus making every open set an and
consequently allowing one to choose a single sequence of 
closed sets (Fn) which approximate a given open set in measure 
for all measures p on S. In a general locally compact space 
S one can in general only obtain such a sequence for a
given measure p. It is this difficulty which is surmounted 
by our work above and which (see Chapter IV) will have 
interesting consequences.
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We are now ready to consider transformations from the
set of measures on T into M(S) induced in a natural manner
by a kernel A.
Theorem 2.12: Let A be a quasi-kernel and let y be a
bounded non-negative Borel measure on T. For each Borel set
E, let v(E) = f ^ X (x,E)y(dx). Then v is a bounded non-negative
Borel measure and for f£B(S) we have /_fdv = / A(f)dy.
o T
Proof: Since A(*fE) is a bounded Borel function for
each Borel set E then v is defined for all Borel sets E. To
see that v is a Borel measure let {E^> be a countable collec-
00
tion of mutually disjoint Borel sets. Then A (x, U e .)
i=l 1
00
= Z A(x,E .) for all xeT so that by Lebesgue's Monotone 
i=l 1 
Convergence theorem we have
00 00 00 00 00
V< U  E.) = /TX(x, u  E j)y(dx) = I /_A(x, U  E.)y(dx) = Z v(E.).
i=l 1 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 i=l 1
Thus v is a Borel measure and it is clear that v is
non-negative and bounded by ||A||||yj|.
Now let feB(S), 0 < f < 1 and set E? = {x e S:—  f (x)' k n
^ k n 1< k/n} and let f = Z — xE,. Then 0 < f (x) - f(x) < — forn K n n
all xeS and hence lim /„f dv = /~fdv and also 0 < x(f )(x)
n^« 6 n s n
- A (f) (x) < so that lim /TA(fn)dy = /TA(f)dy. But
n n^" n
/TA(fn)dy = ^T E ^ = 1 ^ /TA (x,EjJ) y (dx)
n , k=1
= Z —v(E^) = / f dv. Therefore /_fdv = /_,A(f)dy. It follows 
k b n  b i
that for any feB(S), = /TA(f)dy completing the proof.
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If X is an arbitrary kernel then due to Theorems 2.8 and 
2.12 we have the following
Theorem 2.13; Let A:T -+■ M(S) be a kernel and y a bounded 
Borel measure on T. Then the formula v(E) = (x,E)u(dx)
defines a bounded Borel measure on S such that /gfdv = /TX(f)dy 
for all feB(S), and |v|{E) < /T |X|(x,E)|y|(dx) for all Borel 
sets E.
The reader will notice no doubt that we have not claimed 
that the measure v is a regular measure. Our next task is to 
prove that v is indeed a regular Borel measure. This result 
will lie at the foundation of all subsequent work in this 
paper and we will pause now to examine this problem and its 
importance.
The following result is a simple consequence of Corollary 
2.2 and also can be found in Halmos [17].
Lemma 2.14: If a and 8 are two bounded Borel measures
which are equal on all open subsets of S, then a and 8 agree 
on all Borel sets and are equal.
Consider now the functional F(f) = -fgfdv where v is 
defined in Theorem 2.13 and feCc (S). Since v is bounded, 
then F is a bounded linear functional on CQ (S) and therefore 
by the Riesz theorem (Theorem 1.11), there is a measure 
ueM(S) such that /cfdv = /efdw for all feC (S). Hence the
b b O
Borel measures v and id agree on all functions in CQ (S). If 
one could extend this equality to all open sets, then, by 
Lemma 2.14, v would equal the regular measure u. It should
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be noted that certain authors avoid the problem by working
with the measure w, which since /gfdw = /TX(f)dy for all
feCQ (S), is the weak * integral /TX(x,E)y(dx). In his paper,
"Existence of invariant measures for Markov processes,"
S. R. Foguel [14] is unable to avoid the problem and makes
the assumption that the formula f ^ P (t,x,E)y(dx) defines a
regular measure, where P(t,x,*) is a transition function.
Let X be a quasi-kernel. We now require that the space
T also be a locally compact Hausdorff space and suppose
yeM(T)+. We will show by a series of lemmas that \j(E)
= /TX(x,E)p(dx) is a regular Borel measure.
Lemma 2.15; Let U be an open subset of S, x its
characteristic function. Let X = {feC (S) 10 f < x) and letc
Y = (geC (T):0 < g < X(-,U)}. Then
sup{/Tgdy:geY} < s u p { ( f )dy:feX}.
Proof: Let geY, £>0 and suppose g vanishes outside the
compact set K and fix xeK. Since geY then g(x) - e/2 < a (x ,U)
and by Corollary 1.12 there is a function f eX such that 
g(x) - e/2 < X(f )(x). Since X(f ) is lower-semi-continuous
X 5C
there is a neighborhood V of x such that g(x) - e/2 < x(f )(t)
3C X
for all teV . But also there is a neighborhood U of x such
3C 3C
that g(t) - e < g(x) - e/2 for all teU . Then for teW 
= U D V we have g(t) - e < X(f )(t). The collection of allX X  X
sets W^ so obtained for each xeK is an open cover of the 
compact set K and so has a finite subcover tW :i=l,2,...,n).
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Let f(s) = max{f ( ):i=l,2,...,n> for all seS. Then feX and
xi
for teK we have g(t) - e < X(f)(t) since teWx for some i and
i
A(fx ) < A(f) . 
i
Hence, /Tgdy - ey(T) / x(f)dy completing the proof
since y (T) < 00.
Lemma 2.16: f ^ X  (x,U)y(dx) < sup{/Tgdy:geY}.
Proof: Let c > 0 and let n be an integer such that
ne > ||x | > (n-1)e. Set a^ = ke and = {xeTike < X(x,U)
< (k+l)e> for k = 0,1,2,...,n-l. Then {Ek:k=0,1,..,,n-l) is
a partition of T by Borel sets and
n“l n-1 (x\
0 < /TX (x,U) y (dx) - Z aklJ(Ek) = 1 f E Ca<x 'U) " akxE 1 u (dx)
k=o k=o k k
n-1




(1) o < /TX (x, U) y (dx) - Z aky (Ek) s e||v||.
k=o
Let = (x:X(x,U) > ke}. Then by Theorem 2.5, Uk is an
open set and E^ = Uk\uk+i' k = 0 ,1 ,...,n-1 .
Since y is assumed to be a regular measure on T there
then exists for each k = 0 ,1 ,...,n-1 a compact set K^CI
2
such that y(E^\Kk) < e/n . Furthermore, since Uk and
T is locally compact there exists for each k an open set Vk 
with compact closure such that KkCI vk —^  A?kC  Uk. There
then exist functions f. eC (T)+ for k = 0,1,...,n-1 such thatK C
fk (x) = ak for xeKk and fk (x) = 0 for xeT\yk and j|fkl!  ^ak.
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Let xeV^. Then f^(x) < ak = ke < A<x,U) since V^CZ U^.
But fk = 0 outside and therefore
Now let f(x) = max {fk(x):k=0,1,...,n-1}. We claim feY.
For xeT implies xeE^ for some k and hence xeUjN^Uj^^. Since
k n-1
U ,(Z u oCZ • • *CZu n CZ u this means xe f] U, and x /  IJ n-l n-2— —  1 — o . 1 1 . . ,3=o J 3=k+l
Thus fj ( x )  =  0 for j > k +  1 and f^ (x) < a^  for j < k. But 
if j < k then s. ak and A(x,U) > ak since xcU^. Therefore 
f (x) A ( x , U )  and feY.
n-1
This argument also shows f (x) < E a,,Xp(x) so that
k=0 K Ek
n-1
0 1 ■rT 1 a. xF dp - /Tfdu 
T k=o k Ek T
n-1
< I  I (ak - f)dp
k=o k
1 k=o V * k ' ^
= kio /Ek\KkU k ' fk>d“
n-1





< ne E e/n = e .
k=o
n _ 1 2 Hence, (2) 0 < / e a, xp dp- / fdp < e and combining (1)
k=o K Ek T
and (2) yields 0 < f ^ X  (x,U) p (dx) - /Tfdp < e||p|| + e2 since
n-1 n-1
f ij, £ akxE = ak^(Ek) • Since feY this means
k=o k k=o
/T A(x,U)p(dx) + e ||p | + e2 < sup{ / gdp : ge Y} for all t  > 0 ,
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yielding the desired conclusion.
Lemma 2.17: v(U) = sup{/gfdv:feX) and consequently v is
regular.
Proof: Combining Lemmae 2.15 and 2.16 we have
v(U) = /TX<x ,U)y(dx)
= sup{/Tgdy:geY}
= sup{/T A(f)dy:feX}
= sup{f ^ f d v :feX}
this last equality following from Theorem 2.12. But if feX, 
then since v is positive, v(U) > /gfdv. Hence
v(U) = sup{/cfdv:0 < f < X/feC (S)}.Q C
From our remarks following Lemma 2.14 there is a regular
measure u £ 0 such that /cfdv = f cfdui for all feC (s) . But
b D O
since w is regular we have u(U) = sup{/_fdw:0 < f < x#feC (S)}b C
= v{U). This holds for all open sets U and so by Lemma 2.14,
v is the regular measure w.
We have now proven
Theorem 2.18: Let S and T be locally compact Hausdorff
spaces. Let A:T -*■ M(S) be a quasi-kernel and yeM(T)+. Let 
v(E) = /ta(x ,E)y(dx) for all Borel sets E. Then veM(S)+.
If y is an arbitrary member of M(T) then 
y = (a+-a ) + i(8+~6 ) where a* and 6* belong to M{T)+. It
follows from the result above that v(E) = (x,E)y(dx) belongs
to M(S) for the quasi-kernel A. Combining this with Theorem 
2.8 applied to the real and imaginary parts of an arbitrary
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kernel A we have
Theorem 2.19: If > ;T M(S) is a kernel with T locally
compact and Hausdorff and if yeM(T) then v(E) = f ^ X  (x,E) y (dx) 
is a bounded regular Borel measure on S. If A is a real 
valued kernel then so is the measure w(E) = S |A|(x,E)y(dx) 
a member of M(S).
We conclude this section with an application to the 
integral representation of operators on the space Co (S).
Our theorems constitute and improvement on, and slight 
generalization of, the results found in Dunford and Schwartz 
[9,p.490].
Theorem 2.20; Let A be linear operator from CQ (S) into 
C(T). If A is continuous from CQ (S) with the weak topology 
into C(T) with the topology of pointwise convergence on T, 
then there is a unique kernel A:T -* M(S) such that A(f)
= A(f) for all feCo (S) and A is a bounded operator. Conversely, 
if A:T-»-M{S) is a kernel, then the formula A(f) = A (f) defines 
a bounded linear operator on CQ (S) into C(T).
Proof: For each x e T the functional F ^ ( f )  = [Af](x) is
weakly continuous on CQ (S) and so by the Riesz Representation 
Theorem there is a unique measure A(x)eM(S) such that F (f)X
= /cf(y)A(x,dy) = A(f)(x). Hence Af = A(f) for all feC (S) andu O
A is unique . Furthermore sup{ | Af | : f eC (S) , ||f | < 1)
= sup{(| A (f) |j : f eC (S) , ||f | i 1) < ||a| < » by Lemma 2.4 so that 
A is a bounded operator. Conversely it is clear from Lemma 2.4
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that nhe formula Af = A(f) defines a bounded linear operator 
on CQ (S).
Before proceeding further let us consider the dual space 
of C(T) with the norm topology. Using Theorem 1.11 it is not 
difficult to see that C(T)* = M(f5T) where BT is the Stone-Cech 
compatification of T. For our purposes it is enough to notice 
that we can imbed M(T) in Y by means of the mapping y -*■ Fy 
where yeM(T) and Fy(f) = /Tfdy. For certainly Fy is a bounded 
linear functional on C(T) and ||Fy | = sup{ | / Tfdy|:||f|| < 1}
= ||y||. In the statement of our next theorem we do not distin­
guish between y and Fy and consider M(T) as a subset of C(T)*.
Theorem 2.21; If the linear operator A and the kernel A 
are related as in Theorem 2.20, then
(1) | A | = | A* | = | A ||.
O o
(2) A(x) = A* x for all xeT where x is the point measure
concentrated at x.
(3) A*(M(T))C  M(S) , and for yeM(T) we have (A*y) (E)
= /TA(x,E)y(dx).
(4) For all feB(S) we have A**feB(T) and A**f = A(f), 
where A** is the adjoint of the restriction of A* 
tp M (T) .
(5) A (x,E) = (A**Xn,) (x) for all xeT and all Borel sets E. 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 2.20 shows | A | < |a||. If
e > 0 then there is an x such that ||a| - e <||a (x )|| and there
exists feCo (S) , ||f|| < 1 such that | A|| - e < J A (f) (x) | £. ||A(x)||. 
But | A (f) (x) | = | (Af) (x) | < ||a || and hence | A | = | A ||. From
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Theorem 1.5 A* is continuous from C(T)* into M(S) and hence 
is bounded since C(T)* is a Banach space. From the well known 
result in [9,p.478] ||a|| = ||A*||. If yeM(T)d C(T)* in the ■ sense 
defined above we have for all feCQ (S) (f, A*y)= <Af,y> = lTAf dy 
= /TX(f)dy0 By Theorem 2.13 the measure v(E) = /TX(x,E)y(dx) 
has the property /gfdv = /TX(f)dy for all feCQ (S) so that 
<f,A*y) = /gfdv = < f,v). Since v is regular (i.e., veM(S)) and
this holds for all feCQ (S) we must have v = A*y proving (3),
o o o
Using (3) with y = x we get (A* x)(E) = (y,E)x(dy) = X(x E)
o
so that A* x = X(x) and (2) holds.
To obtain (4) we consider B(S) and B(T) as imbedded in
M(S)* and M(T)* respectively in the sense of our remarks
following Corollary 1.12. If yeM(T) and feB(S), then by (2)
and Theorem 2.13 we have <A**f,y) = <f,A*y> = /gf dA*y
= /TX(f)dy = < X(f),y >. Since M(T) separates points of M(T)*
this means A**f = X(f)eB(T) by Theorem 2.11 and (4) holds.
From (4) follows (5) with f = x- c for then X(x,E) = X (f) (x) .b
Corollary 2.2; Let B be a linear operator from M(T) to 
M(S) and suppose B*(Co <S))d C(T). Then B is bounded and (1)
B*(B(S) )C B(T) and [B*f] (x) = /gfdBx; (2) for all yeM(T),
(By)(E) = /t (Bx ) (E)y(dx).
o o _
Proof: Let X(x,E) = (Bx) (E) = <xE,Bx)= <B*xEfX>and
o
let A = B*|c g^j «, Then for feCQ (S) we have x (f) (x) = /gfdBx 
o ° o
= /gB*fdx = /g Af dx = [Af](x) so that X is the kernel for A. 
Furthermore if yeM(T) and feCQ (S), we have (f,A*u) = (Af,y )
= (B*f,y )= <f,By > so that B = Then (3) and (4)
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of Theorem 2.21 imply (3) and (2) above respectively and
the boundedness of B follows from Lemma 2.4 and B*(C (S))dC(T).o
As we noted in Chapter I the collection of unimodular
multiples of the point measure on T is exactly the set of
extremal points of the unit sphere in M(T). The set of point 
o
measures {x:xeT} also is a basis for M(T) in the sense that
o o
of yeM(T) then y (E) = /gxEdy = /g x(E)y{dx) since XE (x) = x(E)„
Theorem 2.21 and Corollary. 2.22 say that the operators A and
B are completely determined by their action on the point
o
measures since, for example, (A*y)(E) = /T (A* x) (E) y {dx) from
(2) and (3) of Theorem 2.21.
Further observations can be made. Considering (4) of 
Theorem 2.21 we see that an operator A on CQ (S) into C(T) has 
a natural extension A = A** to B(S) into B(T)„ We ask the 
natural questions: When is it true that A(C(S)) d  C{T)?
When is it true that A{B(S)) d  C(T)? When is A unique? In 
succeeding chapters we will consider these questions and also 
see surprising applications of our theory as a consequence.
The interested reader may refer to Dunford and SChwartz 
[9, p.492], and using Theorem 2.21, see that the vector-valued 
measure representation obtained there is none other than 
y (E) = x(*,E)eB(T) for all Borel sets E. This represents an 
improvement on the result obtained there in that the range of 
y can be restricted to B(T) rather than C(T)**.
Before considering any further topics we review certain 
of our results. First of all one may wish to consider mappings
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X:T -r M(S) such that X () e C(T) for feC (S). But it is easily
seen that ||x|| < » if and only if X (f) e C(T) for feCQ (S) since
C (S) is dense in C (S), c o
Finally, Theorem 2.21 is crucial to our development. While 
certain parts of its proof may be simplified using the general 
theory of locally convex vector spaces one sees that the 
interesting results (2) and (4) depend solely on Theorem 2.19 
--that is, that v is a regular measure. On a locally compact 
metrizable space all bounded Borel measures are regular; this 
follows from results found in Halmos {17]. An example of a 
non-regular measure can also be found in Halmos [17,p.231].
In closing this chapter, we point out an application to 
integration on locally compact groups or compact semigroups G.
If v is a bounded regular Borel measure on G, set X(x,E)
= y (Ex"~^ ) where Ex  ^= {x ' eG: x ' xeE}. Let [Af] (x) = X (f) (x)
= /Qf(yx)y(dy). Then A has range C(G), and so by Theorem 2.11,
X(x,E) = y(Ex is measurable on G. Furthermore, (A*v)(E)
- /QX(x,E)v(dx) = f G v (Ex-1)v(dx), while also,/G/Gf(yx)y(dy)v(dx) 
= /_X (f) (x) v (dx) = /„fdA*v and this equals /_,fd(y*v) , whereO u b
y*v is the convolution of y with v. We have thus shown that
(y*v)(E) = /_y(Ex ^)v(dx) = (A*v)(E). Thus our Theorem 2.21 b
yields certain basic results found in [18] and [24] as a 
special case.
CHAPTER III 
KERNELS AND OPERATORS ON C(S)Q
In this chapter we extend the results of Chapter II to the 
spaces C{S)g and C(S)g,. We also determine necessary and 
sufficient conditions on the measures {X(x):xeT) so that 
X(f)eC(T) for all feC(S) when S is paracompact.
Definition 3.1: Let X:T -► M(S) . We say that X satisfies
condition E (e1) if {X(x):xeK) is B-equicontinuous (8 '- 
equicontinuous) for all compact sets K C  T.
Since the B'topology on C{S) is finer than the 6 
topology it follows that condition E' is weaker than condition 
E. From Conway’s characterization of B-equicontinuity (see
(b) of Theorem 1.15) we see that X satisfies condition E if 
and only if for each compact set K C  T the set (X(x):xeK) is 
uniformly bounded and for each e > 0 there is a compact set 
Q CZ S such that |x|(x,S\Q) < e for all xeK.
Theorem 3.1: If X:T -► M(S) is a kernel which satisfies
condition E ’ then X(f)eC(T) for all feC(S).
Proof: By Lemma 2.4, X(f) is a bounded function on T
for all feC(S). Hence it remains to show X(f) is continuous 
on T. To show this let xeT and feC(S). Let U be a neighbor­
hood of x with compact closure. Since X satisfies condition 
E' then {X(x):xeU> is B'-equicontinuous. Hence there is a 
B'-neighborhood of 0, V, in C(S) such that for all geV one has 
I X(g) (y) | < 1 for all yeU. We claim we can choose geCQ (S) 
such that f-geaV for a given a > 0. For let r > 2||f||. Since
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aV is a S' neighborhood of 0 there is a 6-neighborhood of 0, 
w, such that BrH  WCZaV. We can suppose W <t> > 0,
4>eCo (S) where = {heC(S) :|| 4>h|| < 1}. Then the set Q 
= (x:<|>(x) > V 2 | | f | | )  is compact and there is a function ^eCQ (S)
such that 0 <.  ^ < 1 and  ^ 5 1 on Q. Then ^feCQ {S) and for 
xeQ one has |$(x)f(x) - $ (x) 41 (x) f (x) | = 0 and for x/Q one has 
| (x) f (x) - 4 (x) ifi(x) f (x) | = | <x) | f (x) - ^(x)f(x)| <
$ (x) 2 ||f [| < 1 so that f - i(if eV^ and further ]| f — ^f |) < 2||f|| < r 
so that f - geB„ f] V , d  aV where g = i|»feCrt(S). Hencei $ o
(f-g)/aeV and consequently |X <f) (y) - A (g) (y) | < a for all 
yeU. But since X is a kernel and geCQ (S) then A(g)eC(T) and 
hence X(f) is the uniform limit of continuous functions on U 
and must be continuous.
The reader will notice that essentially the proof above 
hinged on showing that C0 (S) is 6 ' dense in C(S) and concluding 
that of an equicontinuous collection of linear functionals 
(the functionals defined by f + A(f)(x)) converges on a dense 
subset of a linear space then convergence holds on the entire 
space.
Using Theorem 1.16 due to Conway, we obtain a partial 
converse to Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2: Suppose S is paracompact or A(x)eM{S)+ for
all xeT and that A(f)eC(T) for all feC(S). Then X satisfies 
condition E.
Proof: Since S is paracompact it suffices to show, using
Theorem 1.16 and the remarks following it, that {X(x):xeK} = AR
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is 0-weak* compact for each compact set K in T. Let {X(x q)} 
be a net in A„. Then (x ? is a net in K and so, since K is
J\ 01
compact, has a cluster point xeK. Hence for feC(S), since 
A(f)eC(T)#we have that A(f)(x ) - /cf(y)A(x ,dy) clusters to01 0 01
A(f)(x) = /gf(y)X(x,dy). But this is exactly the statement 
that {X(xq)} clusters 0-weak* to X(x). Hence every net in 
AR has a B-weak* cluster point and AK must be 6-weak* compact 
and hence B-equicontinuous.
Notice that when S is paracompact the 3 and B1 topologies 
coincide (see Theorem 1.17(e)) and therefore conditions E and 
E' coincide.
We pause now and consider two interesting kernels A and
show how our results above are generalizations of known results
about 3-weak* convergence in M(S).
For our first example we suppose (un) is a sequence in
M(S) which converges weak* (i.e. o(M(S),C (S))) to the measure
y. We let T be the one point compactification of the integers
with the discrete topology, with w the point at infinity, and
set X(n,E) = y n (E) , A(w,E) = y (E) .
Then if feC (S) we have X(f)(n) = / f(y)A(n,dy) = /cfdy , o d b n
and A(f)(u) = /gfdy, so that A(f) is continuous on T. This
also says the collection {y } is pointwise bounded on C (S) andn o
so is uniformly bounded. This all means A is a kernel on T 
into M(S). Since the topology on T is discrete save at 
infinity we have the following known corollary of Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2.
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Corollary 3.3i If S is paracompact and (yn) is a sequence
in M(S) then y ■ +  v  B-weak* if and only if y ■* y a  (M(S) ,C(S) )n n o
and tPn) is B-equicontmuous.
Our second example generalizes the above example and
showshow our theory may be used to handle nets {v^> in M(S) .
We consider a closed and bounded set M in M(S). By
Theorem 1.3 the set M with the topology o(M(S),C (S)) is
compact. We let T be M with the weak* topology and for veT
set A (v,E) = v(E) . We claim A is a kernel on T into M(S).
For if feC (S) then X(f)(v) = /cf(y)A(v,dy) = /cfdv for all O b b
veT. But with the weak* topology on M this makes the function 
A (f) continuous and bounded on T since M is bounded.
Suppose now that is a bounded net in M(S) which
converges weak* to a measure v. Then {va},{v)CM for some
closed and bounded set M and our hypothesis says -*■ v in the
topology on T so that since A is a kernel then A(f) (v )
-+ A (f) (v) (or ■* /fdv) for all feC(S) if and only if
{p } is B-equicontinuous when S is paracompact.
We now turn to operator theoretic considerations.
Beginning with a kernel A on CQ (S) we have given conditions on 
A so that A maps C(S) into C(T) under the natural mapping 
f -*■ A (f) . We will call such a kernel a continuous kernel 
since it preserves continuity. Such a kernel defines a linear 
operator A on C(S) into C(T) by means of the formula Af = A(f). 
It is clear that A is continuous with the norm topologies on 
both these spaces. This leaves something to be desired however
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in that not every norm continuous operator on these spaces 
has a kernel representation (see the example preceeding Theorem 
5.5). Furthermore A can be considered as an extension of the 
operator f -*• A(f), defined for feC (S), to C(S) and norm 
continuity does not guarantee uniqueness of this extension.
We will show that the 6 and 8' topologies remove these 
deficiencies and, what is more, that no further conditions, 
other than conditions E or E', need be placed on the kernel X 
to gain these results. This means, due to Theorems 3.1 and 
3.2, that we need no further condition on X but that 
A(f)eC(T) for all feC(S) (i.e., that X be a continuous kernel) 
to gain our results when S is paracompact.
For the sake of completeness we begin with the well-known
Lemma 3.4: Let E and F by locally convex Hausdorff
topological vector spaces and A a weakly continuous linear 
operator on E into F. Then A is continuous if and only if 
A* takes equicontinuous sets of F* into equicontinuous sets 
of E*.
Proof: By Theorem 1.5, A*(F*)C1 E* since A is weakly 
continuous. If A is a continuous operator and B is an 
equicontinuous set in F* then B C Z  V° where V i s a  neighborhood 
of 0 in F. Hence there is a neighborhood U of 0 in E such that 
U C  A ^(V) or A(U)CI U and consequently A(U)° ZDV°. But as is 
easily seen A(U)° = A*_1 {U°) so that U° Z?A* (V°) ZDA*(B) and 
by definition A*(B) is equicontinuous. Conversely if V is a 
closed absolutely convex O-neighborhood in F then A*(V°) being
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equicontinuous means there is a O-neighborhood U in E such that 
U° IDA*(V°) and consequently V°CH A* ^(U°) = A(U)° and this 
says V DA(U) and hence A~^(V) ID U proving that A is continuous.
We now obtain our first representation theorem for 
operators on C(S)_.
P
Theorem 3.5; Let A be a continuous linear operator from 
C (S)„, (C (S) Q ,) into X where X denotes any one of the spaces
P P
C(T)g, C (T) g, or (C(T),|||). Then A is uniquely representable 
by a continuous kernel X:T -* M(S) such that X (f) = A(f) for 
all feC(S). Furthermore X satisfies condition E(E').
Proof: From Theorem 1.14, C(S)* = M(S) and from this
P
same result and our remarks preceding Theorem 2.21 we have
M(T)CX*. For xeT set X (x) = A*5eM(S) by Theorem 1.5. Then
[Af](x) = /TAf dx = (Af,x> = (f,A*x) = /sf dA*x = X(f)(x) for
all feC(S). Clearly X is unique and since A has range C(T) X
is a continuous kernel. Finally if K is a compact subset of 
o
T then B = {x:xeK} is equicontinuous in X*. For if X = C(T)
P
(or C(T)g,) then B C  V° where <)> is a non-negative function in 
Cq (T) which is identically 1 on K. If X = (C(T),||||) then B is 
contained in U° where U is the unit ball in C(T). In either 
case, by Lemma 3.4, A*(B) = {X(x):xeK} is B-equicontinuous 
(6 '-equicontinuous) when A is continuous on C(S)Q (C(S)d)
P P
completing the proof.
If X = (C (T) , | ||) we can obtain (see Theorem 3.12) a 
stronger condition then E. We now state and prove the analogue 
of Theorem 2.21 for B or 8 ' continuous operators on C(S).
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Theorem 3.6: If the linear operator A on C(S)„ or C(S)„,
-  -  i  -------------------------------------------------------------------------- p  p
into C(T)0 or C (T) , or (C(T),||) is continuous and represented
p p
by the continuous kernel A then
(1) For all yeM(T) we have (A*y)(E) = f ^ X  (x,E)y(dx) for 
all Borel sets E.
(2) X (x) = A*x.
{3) A** takes B(S) into B(T) and for all feB{S),
A**f = A(f) where A** is the adjoint of the restriction 
of A* to M(T).
(4) (A**xe> (x) = A(x,E).
(5) l| A * |t = | A** | = | A|| = sup{||Af||:feC(S) ,||f | < 1>.
Proof: The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem
2.21. Again using the fact that the integral on the right in
(1) defines a regular measure v such that /gfdv = /TA(f)dy 
= / Afdy = /_f dA*p for all feC(S) we obtain A*y = v and1 u
(1) holds and from which follows (2). As in Theorem 2.21 we 
obtain (3) and (4). Using (1) we easily obtain ||A*|| = | A | 
and (3) gives ||A**|| = |j A ||. Clearly since Af = A(f) for all 
feC(S) we obtain ||a | = sup{ | Af ||: f eC (S) , | f j| < 1}.
We now obtain the converse of Theorem 3.5 for the &' 
topology on C(S),
Theorem 3.7: Let A:T -+ M(S) be a kernej. satisfying
condition E'. Then A is a continuous kernel and the formula 
Af = A(f) defines a continuous linear operator from C(S)ot
P
into C(T) , .
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Proof: We know that A is a continuous kernel from
Theorem 3.1 so that A(C{S))CZ C{T).
To show that A is a continuous operator let V be a S'
neighborhood of 0 in C(T) and let r > 0. We show there is a
B1-neighborhood of 0 , W in C (S) such that A 1 (V) Z D Pi W
thus showing A-^(V) is a B1 beighborhood of 0 in C(S) and 
consequently proving continuity of A.
Let P = r||x||. Since V is a 6 ' neighborhood there is a 
function <f>eCQ (T) , > 0 such that V DBpfl V^, where =
{geC(T) :1g $ 1 < 1}.
Let K = {teT:$(t) > 1/(P+1)}. Then K is compact and since 
A satisfies condition E' there is a B'-neighborhood of 0, say 
U, such that {A (x):xeK}d U°; i.e., for all xeK and feU we 
have | A (f) (x) | <1.
Let W = {feC(S) : ||4.||feU>. Then A_1 (V) Z D Br H  W for if 
feBrH  w then ||f|| < r and hencA*|Af|| i ||A||||f|| < P using (5) 
of Theorem 3.6, so that AfeBp and furthermore ||<f>Af|| s. 1 or 
AfeV^. For if x^K, then | 4> (x) [Af] (x) | < | Af | < < 1
and if xeK, then | (x) [Af ] <x) | < | | |[Af ] (x) | = | A [| <f>j| f ] (x) |
= | A (| | f) (x) | < 1 since | iff f eU and xeK.
Therefore ||<frAf|| s, 1 and consequently AfeBp O  for all
feB 0  W. Hence since V ~D) B^ fl V, this means A ^  (V) D B  f| W,jT At <p JT
completing the proof.
Using Theorem 3.7 we now obtain a partial converse to 
Theorem 3.5 for the B topology.
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Theorem 3.8: Suppose X:T -+ M(S) is a kernel which
satisfies condition E. Then X is a continuous kernel and the 
formula Af = x(f) defines a continuous linear operator from 
C(S) into C(T)g.
Proof: Since X satisfies condition E and S' is a finer
topology than 0 then X satisfies condition E' and consequently 
A is continuous on C(S)o1 to C(T) ,. In particular using (1)
P P
of Theorem 3.6 we have (A*y)(E) = /TX(x,E)y(dx). By Lemma 3.4 
it suffices to show that A* takes B-equicontinuous sets into 
6-equicontinuous sets. To prove this we make use of Conway's 
characterization of 6-equicontinuity (Theorem 1.15(b)). Let 
H be a B-equicontinuous set in M(T). We show A*(H) is 8- 
equicontinuous . Let e > 0 and let a  = sup{ | y | : y eH} . Since H 
is 8-equicontinuous there is a compact set Q d  T such that 
|y| (T?NQ) < e/2||x| for all yeH. Since X satisfies condition 
E the set {X(x):xeQ} is 8-equicontinuous in M(S) and so there 
is a compact set P C  S such that |x|(x,S\P) < e/2a for all 
xeQ. We then have for all yeH that |A*y|(S\P)
< /T |X|(x,S\P)|y|(dx) < /Q |X|(x,S\P)|y|(dx) +
+ /T Q | X | (x, S\P) 1 y | (dx) < jfQ e/2ct |y | (dx) + | X | | y | (T\Q)
< e/2a ||y |J + ||x|| e/21|X |j = e. Since it is clear that A* (H) is 
uniformly bounded then from (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.15,
A* (H) is 6-equicontinuous completing the proof.
If we restrict ourselves to a paracompact space S we can 
nicely summarize our results as follows.
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Theorem 3,9: If S i'j paracompact and A is a weakly
continuous linear operator from C(S) into C(T) with the
P
topology of pointwise convergence on T, then A is given 
uniquely by a continuous kernel X and consequently is contin­
uous on C(S). into C(T)_. Conversely, if A is a continuousp p
kernel on T into M(S), then the formula Af = A(f) for feC[S) 
defines a continuous linear operator on C(S) into C(T) .
P P
Proof: By hypothesis for each xeT the mapping f ■+ [Af] (x)
is a weakly continuous linear functional on C(S) and hence
P
is given by a unique measure A(x)eM(S). The mapping X so
defined for all xeT is a continuous kernel since A(f)(x)
= [Af](x) for all feC(S) and xeT and AfeC<T). By Theorem 3.2
X satisfies condition E, so that by Theorem 3.8, A is continuous
on C(S)Q into C(T)_. To obtain the converse repeat this last 
p p
argument.
Corollary 3.10: Any linear operator A with domain C(S)
and range C(T) given by a kernel X is continuous with the 6-
topology on both these spaces when S is paracompact.
Proof: For then A is weakly continuous into C(T) with
the topology of pointwise convergence on T.
To answer the question earlier posed on operator 
extensions from CQ (S) to C(S) we have
Theorem 3.11: Let A be a continuous linear operator on
C (S) into C(T).. Then A has an extension A taking C(S) intoO p
C(T) provided the kernel of A satisfies condition E'. This
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is than the only B or B ' continuous extension of A to C(S) and 
consequently, A = A**| ri>.
v » O /
Proof: By Theorem 2.20, A has a kernel X. If X satisfies
condition E', then by Theorem 3.7 the formula Af = X(f) defines 
a continuous linear operator on C(S) , into C(T)ot. Further
P P
for feCo (S), Af = X(f) = Af. The uniqueness of A follows from 
Theorem 3.5 and moreover by Theorem 2.21 (4) for feC(S) one 
has A**f = X(f) = Af.
To complete our work in this section we prove 
Theorem 3.12: Let A be a linear operator on C(S) into
C (T) . Then A is continuous from C(S) into (C(T),||j|) if and
P
only if A has a kernel representation X satisfying the condi­
tion {X(x):xeT} is 0-equicontinuous.
Proof: If A is continuous on C(S)g into (C(T),||||), then
by Theorem 3.5 A has a kernel representation X. But since
o
it is clear that {x:xeT} is contained in the polar of the unit 
ball in C(T) we have using Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 (2) that 
{X(x):xeT} is B-equicontinuous.
Conversely suppose A has a kernel representation X with 
the property { X (x):x e T} is B-equicontinuous. This means there 
is a B-neighborhood U of 0 in C(S) such that |/ f(y)X(x,dy)|<1 
for all feU and xeT, But this says U CH A ^(B) where B is the 
unit ball in C(T) proving that A is continuous from C(S) 
into (C (T) , | ||) .
This concludes our representation theory for 3-continuous 
operators. The reader will notice that Theorem 3.12 remains
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valid with 6 replaced by 0’ throughout. We will no longer 
deal with the 0' topology; it is unwieldly and has served its 
purpose in that through its use we are able to obtain Theorem 
3.8.
Before closing this section we note a few corollaries of
our results and some open questions.
One of the more familiar linear operators given by a
kernel X is an operator of the form [Af] (x) = /Tf(y)k(x,y)y(dy)
where k:TxS + 0 , 0  denoting the complex numbers and yeM(S) and
k (x,*)eL'(S,y) for all xeT and k(*,y)eC(T) for all yeS. The
kernel X is of course given by X(x,E) = /£k(x,y)y(dy) for all
Borel sets E and is a kernel provided A(C (S)) dC(T). If for
example T is metrizable and k is bounded this always holds,
and in fact A(B(S))d  C(T) by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence
Theorem. In general however, if S is paracompact (for example,
if S is a topological group) and A(C(S) ) C  C(T) , then by
Theorem 3.9 A is a continuous operator on C(S)D into 0(T)o
p  p
and given a compact set KCZ T and an e * 0 there is a compact 
set QCT S such that sup{/g^ | k (x,y) | | y | (dy) :xeK} < e by 
Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 1.15. Further A is continuous on 
C (S) into (C (T) r | |l) if and only if there is such a set Q soP
that sup{/sV^  |k(x,y) | |y| (dy);xeT} < e by Theorem 3.12. As we 
shall see in Chapter IV much more can be said along this line 
if A (B (S) ) Cl C (T) .
Several open questions remain. For example in the light 
of Theorem 3.2 one asks the obvious question--If X is a
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continuous kernel does it follow that X satisfies condition
E'? A characterization of the B*-equicontinuous sets might
yield the answer. Further it is not known whether 6 and B1
are even distinct topologies when S is not paracompact. An
answer to this question is equivalent to proving or disproving
Theorem 3.8 with the B' topology on C(T) rather than B; one 
o
takes X (x) = x to see this.
Finally# the integral or kernel representation of 
operators on various function spaces has a long and involved 
history which touches many branches of both classical and 
modern analysis. See for example# Dunford and Schwartz [9] 
and Edwards [13], along with the work in various references 
listed therein and also the work found in Dynkin [11] as well 
as that of other probabalists.
Much of this work has been done with the aid of 
vector-valued measures. We believe our work is the most 
through of its type to date and that our work on operators on 
C(S)0 is the first of its kind. We now use the results obtainedP
here to study weakly compact and compact operators and their 
kernels, which will lead us to some interesting applications.
CHAPTER IV
WEAKLY CONTINUOUS KERNELS
It is in this chapter that our labor in non-metrizable
locally compact spaces with arbitrary bounded Borel measures
yields results of wide application, seemingly far removed
from operator representation. To be more specific, let A be
a bounded subset of M(S) and let T be its weak* closure and
topologize T with the weak* topology. By Aliagou's theorem,
T is compact, and the natural mapping X on T into M(S) given
by A(v,E) = v(E) for veT and E a Borel set, defines a kernel
on T, since A (f)(v) = /„fdv is continuous for all feC (S)S o
with the weak* topology Qi T; its range is the weak* closure 
of A. With this technique we will apply our results, 
motivated by operator theory, to certain problems of weak and 
strong compactness in M(S) and the L1 spaces. We will supply 
rather brief proofs to certain known theorems due to various 
authors, as well as obtain some new results on weak conver­
gence. These will be documented in the sequel.
Before beginning we would like to motivate the reader 
toward these results and to point out the specific known 
results on which they depend.
Suppose A:T -*■ M(S) is a kernel and suppose the operator 
Af = X (f) is a weakly compact operator on C fS) into C(T) .O p
By Theorem 1.8 and our Theorem 2.21, we have that A(*,E)
= A** e C(T) for all Borel sets E. We will call such a
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kernel a weakly continuous kernel and our remarks above 
establish the basic relationship between weakly compact 
operators and weakly continuous kernels which we will complete­
ly describe in the sequel.
Such kernels arise quite easily. Suppose that T is a 
metrizable space and that k is a real or complex valued 
function on TXS such that k<x,•)eL^(y) for all xeT and a fixed 
yeM(S)+. Define A:T ^M(S) by A(x,E) = /_k(x,y)y{dy). SinceC*
T is metrizable it follows from the dominated convergence 
theorem that A(*,E) is continuous for all Borel sets E. We 
will prove a converse of this in the sequel for a o-compact 
space T.
Our results hinge on the following theorems. We will 
make extensive use of two results, Theorems 1.15 and 1.16 due 
to Conway, along with Theorem 1.8 and our results, Theorems
2.21, 3.6 and 3.8 which essentially fall back to Theorem 2.19. 
Finally we will use Grothendieck's result on weak compactness 
in M (S), Theorem 1.18; we note however that the portion of 
this theorem which will be of most use is the equivalence of
(c) and (d) which Conway [6] obtains using Theorems 1.15 
and 1.16 mentioned above, along with his generalization of 
Dieudonnd's result, Theorem 1.22’.
Our immediate goal is as follows. We wish to relate the 
continuity of a function A:T -+ M(S) in the weak topology on 
M(S) to the properties of its range as a subset of M(S), and 
in turn relate these to its properties as an operator on
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CQ (S) into C(T), and as en operator on M(T) into M{S) (see (3) 
of Theorem 2.21), and in turn relate all of these to the con­
tinuity of the functions X(*,U) for open sets U contained in S. 
We begin with the following.
Theorem 4.1: Let T be any topological space and
X:T -*■ M(S) with [| A | < ». Then x(»,U)eC(T) for all open sets 
U if and only if X(f)eC(T) for all bounded lower semicontinuous 
functions f on S.
Proof: Since the characteristic function of an open set
is lower semicontinuous one implication is clear.
Conversely, suppose X(*,U) is continuous for all open sets
U. It suffices to show X(f)eC(T) for any arbitrary lower semi­
continuous function f such that -1 < f(x) < 1 for all xeS.
Let u£ = {xeS:k/n < f (x)} for k = 0,±l,...,±n. Since f is 
lower semicontinuous each set u£ is open and if e£ = Uk's'slJk+l 
then X(*,e£) = X(*,u£) - ^ * /Uk+l^ '*'s continuous on T * For
n_1 n .any xeT we then have |X(f)(x) - L k/n X(x,E )|
k=-(n-l) *
n=l
= \ f  f(y)X(x,dy) - I k/n X(x,E?)|
b k=-(n-1) *
n-1
3 | I / n (f(y) ~ k/n)X(x,dy)|
k— (n-1) E" 
n-1 K
< I / | f £y) - k/n | | X | (x, dy)
k=-(n-1) E“
n-1 K
< I 1/n | X j (x,e£) < | X ||/n
k=-(n-1) K
so that X(f) is the uniform limit of the continuous functions 
n-1
f (x) = I k/n X(x,E, ) and is therefore continuous.
n k=-(n-1) K
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Corollary 4.2: Let {ua} be a bounded net in M(S) and
yeM(S). Then Wa(U) -*■ y (U) for all open sets U if and only if
/_fdy -+ /_fdy for all bounded lower semicontinuous functions
b  (H D
f on S.
Proof: Suppose u# + p on open sets U. Let T =
{ y } \ J  {y a} and topologize T as follows. If veT and v^y
let {v} and all sets containing {v} be neighborhoods of { v } .  
Let y have a base for neighborhoods consisting of all sets of 
the form W{y,U,e) = {yeT:|y(U) - y(U) |<e } for U an open set
in S and e > 0. Define A:T ■+• M{S) by A(v,E) = v (E) . With T
topologized as above A(*,U) is continuous on T for all open 
sets U and bounded since is bounded. Hence by Theorem
4.1 A(f) is continuous on T for all bounded lower semi­
continuous functions f on S. But y -► y in T so that A (f) (y )
a a
= / s f d y a + / s fd y  = A ( f ) ( y ) .
A closed set C C  S is called a closed Gf if there is ao
sequence tUn) of open sets containing C such that C =
00
U . It is easy to construct spaces in which not every 
n=l n
closed set is a G^; any non-first countable Hausdorff space 
will do. In a metric space every closed set is a G{.
Let C be a closed set whose complement is o-compact.
oo
That is, S\C = Q of a sequence of compact sets {Q„>.
II*- -L oo
Note S is Hausdorff and Qn is closed and hence C = p) S\Q
n=l
is a Gg. However, it is in general not true that every G^ 
is a set of this form. We will call such a closed set C a 
strict G r.ft
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Our next result, which is motivated by a theorem found in 
Edwards [13,p. 284], is a considerable strengthening of the 
known results on weak convergence and weak compactness in 
M(S). This will be made clear in the sequel. We point out 
that our proof relies on the results of Conway mentioned 
above and that part of Grothendieck's theorem which can be 
obtained directly from these same results.
Theorem 4.3; Let T be a topological space and 
A:T -+• M(S) such that | A | < ® and A(*,C) is continuous on T 
for each closed strict G<$ set C. Then A is a kernel on T and 
for each compact set K C T  the set A (K) = {A(x):xeK} is 
weakly compact in M(S).
Proof: We begin by showing that A is a kernel on T. Let
feCo (S), 0 < f < 1. Let A^ = {x:f(x) i k/n}. Each set a£ is 
closed and S\a£ = (J tx:— + j < f(x)} and so a£ is a strict
G6 for k = 0,1,...,n. Now a£c:a£+1. Let e£ = A£+i>A£ =
t x: ^  < f (x) < for k = 0,1,..., n-1. Then S = ^ ^ k  ^  ^
k=o °
and A(*,e£) « ^*'Ak+i^ ~ * ^ * ' Ak^  E ^(T). As ■’■n t*ie P^oof of
Theorem 4.1 we show that A(f) is the uniform limit of the
n-1
sequence of continuous functions I k/n a (.,e£). Consequent-
k=o K
ly A is a kernel on T. Notice that this also means the
mapping x -+ A(x) of T into M(S) is continuous with the weak*
topology on M{S).
Let K be a fixed compact set in T. We will show A(K) is
weakly compact in M(S). Since x -*■ A (x) is weak* continuous
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it follows that X(K) is weak* compact and hence weak* closed 
and hence weakly closed. Consequently it is sufficient to 
show X(K) is weakly relatively compact in M(S).
By Eberlein's theorem (Theorem 1.4) it suffices to show 
that every sequence {X(xn)}d  X(K) has a weak cluster point 
in M(S). But this will be true if it can be shown that the 
set {X(xn)> is weakly relatively compact in M(S). By Theorem
1.18(c) and Theorem 1.21 it suffices to show that the collec­
tion {X(x )} is uniformly inner regular with respect to open 
sets. This is what we will prove.
Since {x } C Z K and K is compact then {x ) has a cluster n c  n
point xeK and some subnet {x } of (x } converges to x. Noticea n
however that {x } d t x  }. We let y = X(x), y = X(x ) anda n o n n
u ~ X(x ) . a a
We will first show then y (U) -»■ y (U) for all open setsa
U.
Let U be a fixed open set. By the inner regularity of
yQ there is a compact set Q-^d U such that |uQ l(tf\Q^ ) < 1 .
Since S is locally compact and y^ is inner regular we can
construct a compact set Q2CZ U such that Q ^ d  where Q2
denotes the interior of Q2 , and jy^l(U\Q2) < 1/2 for
k=0<l. By induction we can construct a sequence (Qn) of compact
subsets of U such that Q d  Q°,-. for all n and I y. I (U\Q ) i 1/nn n+i k n
for k = 0,1,...,n-1. Let V = Q  Qk = Q  Q? ^nd let C = S\V.
k-o k=o
Since V is o-compact the set C is a strict G and consequently
6
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= X(*,S) - X (-,C) is continuous on T. We claim
|yk |(U\V) = 0 for k = 0,1,--- For, |yk |(U\V) < ||(UNp^)
< 1/n for all n^k+1. Hence given an open set U we can find
an open o-compact set V such that |pn l(U\V) = 0 for all n and
consequently un (U) - yn ^  for n*
Since x -*■ x and X(*,V) is continuous then X (xa,V) -+X(x,V) .
But {x } CZ (x } and for each a, X (x ,V) = X(x ,V) = y (V) =a n  a n n
yn (U) = ya(u) for some n and similarly, X(x,V) = yQ {U). Hence
y (U) -*■ y (U) . Consequently by Corollary 4.2, /„fdy +/_fdya o b a b o
for all bounded lower semicontinuous functions f on S.
We now show tyn) is uniformly inner regular with respect 
to open sets. Again let U be a fixed open set and construct 
the open o-compact set V as before so that |un l(U\V) = 0 for 
n = 0 ,1 ,**..
Let v be the restriction of y to V so that v eM(V) for n n n
all n. To show that {un} is uniformly inner regular it 
suffices, by Theorem 1.15, to show that (\>n> is 6-equicontinuous 
as a subset of the dual of C(V)Q. Since V is o-compact andP
hence paracompact, it suffices to show that is 0-weak*
countably compact and to do this it suffices to show that
{vn> has a 3-weak* cluster point in M(V).
Let geC(V) and suppose g > 0. Let f(x) = g(x) for all
xeV and f(x) = 0 for x/V. Since V is open, f is a bounded
lower semicontinuous function on S. Consequently
/cfdy /efdy . But gdv = /cfdy for all n = 0,1,...b a b o  n b n
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and consequently a subnet of {/ygdv^} converges to /ygdvQ 
and therefore vQ is a e-weak* cluster point of
Hence tvn) is (J-equicontinuous in M(V) and so there is a 
compact set Q CZV, and hence compact in S, such that 
| y n | (U\Q) = | y n | (VNQ) = |\>n |(V\G) < e for a given e - 0 or, 
|x|(xn,U\Q) < e for all n - 1,2,..., completing the proof.
We now prove as a corollary a strengthening of the result 
found in Edwards [13,p.284] which illustrates the applicability 
of our result to weak compactness in the space of measures.
Let a denote the weak topology on M(S) generated by the 
collection of all characteristic functions of closed strict 
subsets of S. That is, a is the topology on M(S) whose 
base of neighborhoods at a point yeM(S) consists of all sets 
U(y,C,c) ~  (ve M(S):jy(C) - v (C) | <■ e )  for all e > 0 and 
closed strict sets C. By Corollary 4.2, a is a stronger 
topology on M(S) than the weak* topology and is therefore 
Hausdorff.
Corollary 4.4; Let A be a bounded subset of M(S)» Then 
A is weakly relatively compact in M(S) if and only if A is 
relatively compact for the a topology on M(S).
Proof: We let B be the weak closure of A and C the 
a-closure of A. We show that B is weakly compact if and only 
if C is a-compact. Suppose C is a-compact and let T denote 
the set C with the a-topology. Let X:T ■+■ M(S) be defined by 
X(v,E) = v(E) for veC and E Borel. Then X(«,C) is continuous 
on T for all closed strict G^ sets C and so since T is compact.
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X(T) ZD B is weakly compact by Theorem 4.3 and consequently B 
is weakly compact. Conversely suppose A is weakly relatively 
compact. Since the weak topology is stronger than the a  
topology then B being weakly compact is then a compact and 
hence a closed. Consequently C = B is a-compact completing 
the proof.
We come now to the principle result of this chapter 
which relates all the properties of a kernel X considered as 
an operator, or a vector valued function, or as simply 
defining a subset of M(S), with respect to the idea of weak 
compactness.
Theorem 4.5: Let X:T > M(S) be a kernel, where T is a
locally compact Hausdorff space. The following statements are 
equivalent.
(1) The function x ■+ X(x) is weakly continuous.
(2) For each compact subset K C  T the set a (K) =
(X (x):x e K} is weakly compact in M{S).
(3) If { f n} d  CQ {S) and fn ■+■ 0 weakly, then A C f n) -*■ 0 
uniformly on compact subsets of T.
(4) If {Un} is a collection of open mutually disjoint
subsets of S, then -*■ 0 uniformly on compact
subsets of T.
(5) The set X(K) is uniformly inner regular with respect 
to open sets for each compact subset K of T.
(6) The set X(K) is 6-equicontinuous and uniformly
outer regular with respect to compact sets for
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each compact subset K of T.
(7) The transformation m -*■ A <y) where A(p) (E) =
/ A(x,E)ii(dx) takesg-equicontinuous sets in M(T) 
into weakly relatively compact sets in M(S).
(8) The set [ A (f) : f eC (S) , | f | i 1} is weakly relatively 
compact in C(T)_.
P
(9) The set { A (f) : f eC0 (S) ,|| f | < 1} is weakly relatively 
compact in C(T)„.
P
(10) For all feB(S), A(f)eC(T).
(11) a (*,E)eC(T) for all EeE where E is any one of the
following:
(a) E consists of all Borel gets.
(b) E consists of all open sets.
(12) A(•,C)eC(T) for all closed strict sets C.
Proof: The equivalences of (2) through (6) follow
immediately upon application of Grothendieck's theorem,
Theorem 1.18. Clearly (1) implies (2) since a continuous 
function maps compact sets onto compact sets. We show that
(2) implies (1). Let M denote the set A(K) with the weak 
topology and N this same set with the weak* topology. By (2) , 
M is compact and since N is Hausdorff the identity map of M 
onto N is a homeomorphism and thus the weak and weak* topolo­
gies agree on a (K) . Let xa -* x in T and let U be a neighbor­
hood of x with compact closure and x eU for a  > a . Thena ~ o
A(x)eA(U) and {A(x ) } C Z  a(U) for a * a . Since A is a kernel,
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X (x^ ) -► X (x) weak* for a > a Q and since U is compact, the 
weak and weak* topologies agree on X(U) completing the proof 
of (1) .
Hence (1) through (6) are equivalent. We show that (5)
implies (7). Let H be a B-equicontinuous set in M(T). Then
a = sup{ l|p 1| s ueH} < “ and if z > 0 there is a compact set K C  T
such that | m | (T\K) « e/2 ||A | for all ueH by Theorem 1.15. By
(5) given an open set U C  S there is a compact set Q d  U such
that |x|{x,U\Q) < e / 2 a  for all x e K .  It now easily follows
that |X(y)|(UNC) < e/2e* |y|(K) + ||y | e/2||x|| < e for all yeH,
showing that X(H) is uniformly inner regular with respect to
open sets and hence weakly relatively compact.
Supposing that (7) holds let us prove (8). Let K be a
o
compact subset of T and H - {x:xeK}. Then a(H) is weakly 
relatively compact in M(S) since H is B-equicontinuous in 
M (T). In particular XfH) is 6-equicontinuous and since X is 
a kernel we apply Theorem 3.8 to see that the formula Af - 
X (f) for feC(S) defines a continuous linear operator on C(S).
P
into C (T) with adjoint given by A*y - X(p) by Theorem 3.6.
P
It now follows from this and (7) along with Theorem 1.8 that 
A takes B-bounded and hence norm bounded subsets of C(S) into 
weakly relatively compact subsets of C(T)Q proving (8).
P
Clearly (8) implies (9). Assuming (9) is valid set Af
= X (f) for feCQ (S), From (9) A is a weakly compact operator
on C (S) in C(T)„ and hence by Theorem 1„8 A**(C (S) **) Cl C(T) . O p  o
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In particular A(f) = A**feC(T) for all feB(S) by Theorem 2.21 
proving (10) .
Clearly (10) implies 11(a) and 11(a) implies 11(b) and 
11(b) implies (12). But by Theorem 4.3 (12) implies (2) 
completing the proof.
We remark that the overriding hypothesis "A is a kernel" 
is redundant for certain of the various implications, in 
particular parts (8) through (12) , while local compactness of 
T is not essential for the equivalences (2) through (6).
Consequently a weakly continuous kernel satisfies all 
the equivalent conditions of Theorem 4.5 and we point out 
the following corollary of this and Theorem 4.3.
Corollary 4.6: If T is a locally compact Hausdorff space
and A:T -*• M(S) with ||A | < »f then A is a weakly continuous 
kernel if and only if A(*,C)eC(T) for all closed strict G«$ sets 
c.
Let us pause and consider a question related to our work 
above and that of Dieudonnd [7] and Conway [6] on quarrable 
sets. Given a kernel A, does it define a class of subsets I  
of S such that continuity of A(*,E) for all EeE implies con­
tinuity of A (•,E) for all Borel sets E? Further is the class
of closed strict G sets the minimal class having this property
6
for all A?
An important virtue of our work thus far is that it has 
not been restricted to kernels whose range lies in M(S)+.
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We now consider certain questions involving the mapping 
x -*■ )a | (x) for a given map X:T -*■ M(S). Unless otherwise noted, 
T is locally compact and Hausdorff and we suppose that all 
measures A(x) are real signed measures.
Let us begin with an example which illustrates one of the 
difficulties in relating A to |A|. Let T be the interval 
[0,1] and let S be a two point space {a,b> with the discrete 
topology. For x ^ 0, let A(x,{a}) = 1, A(x,{b}) = -1, so that 
A(x,S) = 0, j A| (x,S} = 2. Let A(0,{a}) = A <0,{b}) = 1. Then
|A|(*,U) is continuous for all open sets U and hence |a | is a
weakly continuous kernel; but A is not even a kernel. For if 
x $  0 then A (f) (x) = f (a) - f (b) while A (f) (0) = f(a) + f (b) . 
Consequently one can have |A| a weakly continuous kernel even 
though A is not a kernel.
Conversely, one may ask whether one can have A a weakly 
continuous kernel and |A| not even a kernel? The answer again 
is the same, and we proceed to construct an example. In
essence, we will construct a sequence of measures of constant
non-zero norm which is weakly convergent to 0 .
Again let T = [0,1] and let S = (0,2tt) . For E any 
closed, open or half open interval in S with endpoints a < b,
u —
set A(x,E) - x(sin — - sin —) for x ^ 0 and A{0,E) = 0. It 
is easily seen that A(x,E) = /„ cos — dt for x ^ 0 and all
' £j X
Borel sets E, where the integral is taken with respect to 
Lebesgue measure on (0,2tt).
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If U is an open set in S, then by a well-known theorem
oo
U = I ) (a ,b ) of mutually disjoint open intervals, (a ,b )CZS. n n . n n
^  n
Let g„(x) = x(sin r r -  ~ sin — ) = X{x,(a ,b )) for x ^ 0 and
XI A A XI 'XX
00
g(0) = 0. Then g is continuous on T and X (x,U) = I g (x)ix i n.n=l
for all xeT. We show then the convergence is uniform on T.
By the mean value theorem, |g (x)I = | cos Cn^X  ^ (b -a)I J 1 n x n n 1
< lb -a | for all x j* 0 where c (x)e<a„,b ). But - ' n n 1 n n n
OO
E |kn_an l - 2it, so that E converges uniformly making
n=l
X(•,U) continuous on T. By Theorem 4.1, X is a kernel
provided we can show that | X | < 00.
Since the function y -*• x sin y/x has amplitude x and 
period 2itx it then has total variation 2x <2it/2t t -  2 so 
that | X | (x,S) = 2 for all x ft 0 while |x| (0,S) = 0. Hence 
||x|| < • and moreover |x| (*,S) is not continuous on T.
By Theorem 4.5 (11), X is a weakly continuous kernel 
but |X| is not a kernel.
The next few results clarify this matter completely.
We point out in passing that the above examples indicate that 
improving the spaces S and T does not lead to improved results.
Our first example above shows that the hypothesis of the 
next corollary cannot be weakened.
Corollary 4.7; Let X:T -► M(S) be a kernel such that
IX| is a weakly continuous kernel. Then X is a weakly
continuous kernel.
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Proof: Since |x| is a weakly continuous kernel then
IX| satisfies condition (5) of Theorem 4.5 and consequently 
so does X. But since X is a kernel this means X satisfies 
all the conditions of Theorem 4,5 and so is a weakly 
continuous kernel.
Theorem 4.8: Let X:T -*■ M(S) be real-valued and ||x|| < ».
The following are equivalent.
(1) X and |X| are weakly continuous kernels.
(2) X is a kernel and |x|(•,C) is continuous for all 
closed strict G5 sets C.
(3) x is a weakly continuous kernel and |x|(.,S) is 
continuous.
(4) X(*,C) is continuous for all closed strict sets
C, and |x|(*,S) is continuous.
Proof: Clearly (1) implies (2) using Theorem 4.5,
Since S is a closed strict G^ then using Corollary 4.7 we 
see that (2) implies (3). Furthermore Theorem 4.5 implies 
that (3) implies (4). We have only to show that (4) implies
(1) .
If (4) holds, then X is a kernel by Theorem 4.3 and so
is a weakly continuous kernel by Theorem 4.5, and therefore
X(•,E) is continuous for all Borel sets E. Hence if C is a
n
closed set then |X|(x,C) = sup{ I |x(x,E.)|:{E.} is a par-
i=l 1 1
tition by Borel sets of C} is lower semicontinuous. Since
|X|(•,S) is continuous, if U is an open set in S, then
|X| (x,U) = |X I (x,S) - |X| (x,S\U) is then upper semicontinuous.
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But since X is a kernel then |x|(*,U) is also lower 
semicontinuous by Corolliry 2.9 and hence |x|(*,U) is continuous 
for all open sets U. By Theorem 4.1 and (11) of Theorem 4.5, 
j X| is a weakly continuous kernel. Clearly X is a weakly 
continuous kernel completing the proof of (1) and of the 
theorem.
Corollary 4.9: If X:T -> M(S) is real-valued and
satisfies any one of the conditions of Theorem 4.8, then X 
and X- are weakly continuous kernels.
We pause for a moment to examine certain overriding
hypotheses in the above theorems. For example we usually
suppose ||x|| < «. This is always true if x -> X (x) is weak *
bounded and continuous; that is, if X is a kernel. Dieudonnd
[7] has shown that the boundedness of a sequence of measures
{pn} follows from convergence on certain classes of Borel
sets. The relation between functions X for which X(f) is
continuous for all functions feC (S) and those for whicho
X(•,U) is continuous for all open sets U, is completely 
unresolved in the absence of the condition ||x|| < «. If one 
is given that ||x | < <*>, we have given some sufficient conditions 
--see Theorem 4.1--in order that X be a kernel. Certain-of 
the conditions in Theorem 4.5 yield the same conclusion, 
namely (1), and (8) through (12), as noted earlier.
Our next goal is to show how our results above can be 
made to yield both improvements and generalizations of certain
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known results about weak convergence in H(S). A generalization 
of Theorem 1.22 illustrates this.
Theorem 4.10: Let {y } be a bounded net in M(S) and let
■ o t
yeM(S). The following are equivalent.
(1) y -► y weakly and is weakly relatively compact.
(2) u a -*■ y and is relatively compact for the weak
topology on M(S) defined by the collection of all
characteristic functions of closed strict sets.
(3) {a) y -► y weak*Cl
(b) is weakly relatively compact; i.e.,
is 6-equicontinuous and uniformly outer regular 
with respect to compacts.
Proof: Clearly {1) implies (2) by Corollary 4.4 and the
fact that xccM(S)* for all closed strict Gg sets C. Again 
using Corollary 4.4 along with (c) of Theorem 1.18, we see
that (2) implies 3(b), and by Theorem 4.3, (2) implies 3(a)
the proof being exactly the same as that of Corollary 4.2. It 
remains to show that (3) implies (1). By 3(b) the weak 
closure T of {y^ > is weakly compact and hence weak* compact 
and therefore weak* closed. By 3(a) this means yeT and giving 
T the weak* topology we have that T is compact and y^ y in 
T. Define A:T -► M(S) by A(v,E) = v (E) . With the weak* 
topology on T A is a kernel and A(T) = T is weakly compact as 
a subset of M(S) and therefore A satisfies (2) of Theorem 4.5 
and consequently also satisfies (1) . But since v a -*■ y in T,
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(1) says that y^ = X <p^) -*• y = X (y) weakly. By our remarks 
above on the weak compactness of T this concludes the proof 
of (1).
It is easy to see that ^Theorem 4.10 is a generalization 
and improvement of Theorem 1.22 and we state this as
Corollary 4.11; Let ycM(S), a bounded sequence in
M(S). These are equivalent.
(1) yn -+• y weakly.
(2) iin (C) -* y (C) for every closed strict set C.
(3) (a) y -► y weak*.n
(b) is 6” equicontinuous and uniformly outer
regular with respect to compacta.
A proof of Corollary 4.11 independent of Theorem 4.10 may be 
given as follows. Given a sequence {yn} d  M(S) and yeM(S), 
let T be the one point compactification of the integers with 
u denoting the point at infinity. Define X:T M(S) by 
A (n, E) = pn (E) and A(w,E) = y (E) . Then A is a kernel if and 
only if y + y weak* and it is easily seen how to apply this 
to a proof of Corollary 4.11 or to gain other information 
about sequential convergence in M(S) through the use of 
Theorem 4.5.
We now give an application to weak compactness in a 
space L^(y) essentially like the Dunford-Pettis theorem (see 
Edwards [13, p. 274]). There is a natural mapping <f> from L^(y) 
into M(S), where y is a non-negative regular Borel measure
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on S ,  given by <J>(f) (E) = /„fdy for feL1 {p) and E a Borel set.£i
Further, it is known that ||<j>(f)|| = /g|f|dy = | f ||j (see [13]), 
so that is an isometry. The adjoint of L ^ ( y )  is of course 
the space Lb of all y-essentially bounded measurable functions 
f with the essential supremum norm, Hfll^ , = inf{r:|f(x) | < r 
almost everywhere y } ,  and there is a natural mapping of B ( S )  
into Lb which is norm decreasing.
The weak topology on , o ( L ^ , L oo) , is the topology with 
neighborhood base at feL^ consisting of all sets U(f,h,e) = 
(geL^:|/g(f-gjhdy) < e} for e >'0 and a fixed heLa. We define 
the topology on to be the topology with neighborhood 
base all sets U(f,x^#e)» where C is a closed strict set. 
Note* that xceLw and the topology is weaker than ad,^,!.^). 
With this in mind we prove
Theorem 4.12: Let N be a bounded subset of L^(y). The
following are equivalent.
(1) N is compact.
(2) N is compact.
(3) N is weakly closed and for each open subset U of S
and each e > 0 there is a compact set K C  U such
that /y^lfldy < e for all fEN.
Proof: Clearly (1) implies (2) by our remarks above. If
(2) holds, we let T denote the set N with the topology and
define A:T -+■ M( S )  by A(f,E) = /„fdy. If C is a closed strictL
G5 set then A(f,C) = /cf<3v so that A(*,C) is continuous.
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Further ||x(f)|| = / |f|dy = | f I ^ and therefore ||x|| < ® since N 
is bounded. By Theorem 4.3 X is a kernel and X satisfies (2) 
of Theorem 4.5 and so also satisfies (5) of the same theorem. 
Since T is compact, this means that given an open set U and 
an e > 0 there is a compact set K C  U such that |x(f) | (U\K) = 
/u^jjfldy <e for all feT = N. It remains to show that N is
weakly closed. We have just shown that the image of N under
X, namely X (T), is weakly compact in M(S) and hence weakly 
closed. The natural map <J> being an isometry is continuous and 
hence weakly continuous. Thus N = $”^X(T) is weakly closed 
since <{> is 1-1. Consequently (3) holds.
We complete the proof by showing that {3) implies (1).
We note first that i|>(N) is weakly compact by Theorems 1.18 
and 1.21 and hence weak* compact. Define X on the set T =
4> (N) with the weak* topology by x($(f),E) = /gfdp = <|>(f)(E) 
for all Borel sets E. Clearly X is well-defined and is a 
kernel on T with the weak* topology on that space and T is 
compact as noted above. Now by (3) X satisfies (5) of 
Theorem 4.5 and so also satisfies (10) of the same theorem.
To show that N is cr(L^ ,L ) compact, let (f } be a net in N.
oo 01
Then {$(f )} is a net in the weak* compact set 41 (N) and so has
a cluster point 4i(f)eT = <(> (N) .
Let heL^ and define geB(S) by g(x) = h(x) if h is defined
and h(x) < | h and g(x) = 0 otherwise. Then h and g differ
at most on a set of y measure 0. By (10) of Theorem 4,5 X(g) 
is continuous on T so that { X (g) ( 4 (f ) ) } clusters to X (g) (<)> (f) )
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But this says {/_gf dy} clusters to /cgfdy. Since /chf dy =
D Ot D O Ot
/ggfady for all a , and similarly for f, we have proven that 
{f^} clusters to feN in the topology o (L^L^) completing the 
proof of (1),
This theorem completes our applications of kernel 
continuity to weak compactness and convergence in M(S) and 
L^(y). Although we have not nearly exhausted the various 
possibilities and corollaries we feel that the methods avail­
able for applying our results should be clear.
We now turn to a brief description of kernel continuity 
in yet another topology, namely the strong or norm topology 
on M(S).
Theorem 4.13: Let A:T -»■ M(S) be a kernel. The following
are equivalent.
(1) The function x ■+■ A (x) is continuous in the norm 
topology on M{S).
(2) For each compact set K d T  the set A (K) is norm 
compact.
(3) {A (f) : f eC (S) , | f | < 1} is B-relatively compact in 
C (T) .
(4) { A (f) : f eC (S) , | f | < 1} is B-relatively compact in
C (T) .
(5) The mapping y -*■ A(y), where A(y)<E) = (x,E) y (dx) ,
takes 3-equicontinuous subsets of M<T) into relatively 
compact subsets of M(S).
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Proof: Clearly (1) implies (2). To see that (2) implies
(3) let B = {f eC(S) :|| f | < 1} and let F = X (B) . Then
{X(f)(x):feB) ={g(x):$eF} is bounded by | X | . By Ascoli's 
theorem (Theorem 1.1) F will be compact-open compact provided 
F is equicontinuous. Let x q eT and let U be a neighborhood of 
xq with compact closure K. By (2), X(K) is norm compact in 
M(S) and the identity map from X(K) with the norm topology 
onto X(K) with the weak* topology is continuous and hence a 
homeomorphism. Since X is a kernel and therefore x -► X(x) is 
weak* continuous then X(K) is also weak* closed so that the 
norm and weak* topologies agree on X(K) and since x -*■ X(x) is 
weak* continuous on U d  K this means x -*■ X (x) is norm continuous 
on U. Hence given e > 0 there is a neighborhood V of xQ, V C  U 
such that xeV implies ||x(x) - X (xQ) | < e and therefore for all
feB | X (f) (x) - X(f)(xQ)| < | f | | X (x) - X (xQ) |j < e for all
xeV proving that F is equicontinuous and being uniformly 
bounded is compact-open and hence 8-relatively compact proving
(3) .
Clearly (3) implies (4). To see that (4) implies (5) let 
A be the continuous linear operator on CQ (S) into C(T)g de­
fined by Af = X(f). By (4) A takes the unit ball in CQ (S) into 
a relatively compact set in C(T) and so by Theorem 1.9, A*P
takes 0-equicontinuous sets into relatively compact subsets of 




Clearly (5) implies (2) for the set {x:xeK} is 
B-equicontinuous for K a compact subset of T and therefore 
A(K) is relatively compact but also weak* closed and hence 
norm closed. Thus (2) holds and repeating the arguments 
involved in the proof of (2) implies (3) yields (1), completing 
the proof of the theorem.
This completes our work in this chapter. We will now 
apply the results obtained here to the representation and 
characterization of the compact and weakly compact operators 
on C(S)fl along with futher results on the general weakly
P
continuous kernel.
We feel that the above material constitutes a useful 
bridge between operator theory and various notions of com­
pactness and convergence in the space of measures and provides 
a tool of wide applicability to related problems. Perhaps 
the most interesting open question related to this is the 
determination of conditions on the mapping A:T -► M(S) so that 
| A | < « in terms of continuity of A(*,E) over certain classes 
of sets E as has been done by Dieudonn6 [7] for sequences of 
measures.
There is in general a relation between the topology of a
space and the kernels it can admit. For example, if T is a
discrete space then any kernel on T satisfies the conditions
of any of the theorems of this chapter; in particular, if
o
S = T and T is discrete, then A<x) = x is a kernel on T and
(9) of Theorem 4.5 says the unit ball in C(S) is weakly
P
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compact and from (3) of Theorem 4.13, the stronger conclusion 
that the unit ball is 6-compact also follows. A natural 
question is whether the topology of a space can be charac­
terized by the kernels it admits in certain spaces of measures; 
of course, this is very closely related to the continuous 
operators it will admit on its space of continuous functions.
There remain certain intrinsic questions for a given 
kernel. Given a kernel \, does it define a class of Borel 
sets Z such that the continuity of A(*,E) for Ee£ implies the 
conclusions of say Theorem 4.5? Also one may attempt to 
define new topologies on S through a kernel See for
example the work of Dynkin [11] on the intrinsic topology of 
a Markov process.
CHAPTER V
COMPACT AND WEAKLY COMPACT OPERATORS
ON C (S) AND C (S) o p
The linear topological space C(S)„ has many pleasingP
properties. Its dual is a well-known Banach space and its 
bounded sets are precisely the norm bounded sets. Further 
properties are stated in Theorem 1.14. Unfortunately how­
ever, C(S)0 is neither barrelled nor bornological nor metri-
P
zable unless S is compact and in fact any one of these is 
equivalent to the compactness of S (see Conway [61). For this 
reason much of the general theory of linear spaces, and 
especially operator theory, does not apply to C(S) . In this 
chapter we will characterize the compact and weakly compact 
operators on C(S)Q with the aid of kernel functions. We willP
see that here again the 6-topology on C(S) is a very natural 
one to use and that it is more manageable than the norm 
topology when S is not compact.
An operator on a Banach space X into a Banach space Y 
is called compact (weakly compact) if it maps bounded sets in 
X into relatively compact (weakly relatively compact) subsets 
of Y. But in a Banach space every bounded absolutely convex 
absorbent set is also a neighborhood of the zero vector so 
that the operator also maps neighborhoods of zero into rela­
tively compact sets. In making analogous definitions for 
linear spaces one has the choice of using neighborhoods of
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zero or bounded sets. Much of the general theory (see Edwards 
[13,pp.616-674] or [28,pp.142-154]) yields results for 
operators taking bounded sets into relatively compact sets. 
These results are analogous to the results known for Banach 
spaces.
We will call an operator A on C(S) a compact (weakly
P
compact) operator if A maps the unit ball in C(S) into a 
relatively compact (weakly relatively compact) set. The 
operator A will be called B-rcompact (B-weakly compact) if 
there is a B-neighborhood V of 0 such that A(V) is relatively 
compact (weakly relatively compact).
We consider the weakly compact case first and, as is 
now usual, begin with a result about kernels. In the sequel,
T denotes a locally compact Hausdorff space, as does S.
Theorem 5.1: Let X:T -*• M(S) be a kernel. There is a
B-neighborhood V of zero such that X(V) = {X(f):feV} is weakly 
relatively compact in C(T) if and only if X(T) = {X(x):X£T}
P
is B-equicontinuous and X(K) = (X(x):xeK) is weakly compact 
in M(S) for every compact subset K of T.
Proof: Suppose there is a B-neighborhood V of zero in
C(S) such that X(V) is weakly relatively compact in C(T)0.B
In particular since neighborhoods are absorbent this means 
X(f)eC(T) for all feC(S) and so the formula Af = X(f) defines 
a linear operator A on C(S) into C(T) such that A(V) is 
weakly relatively compact in C(T) and consequently B-bounded,
P
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and hence norm bounded by Theorem 1.14(b). Hence A is 
continuous from C(S). into (C(T),||||) and by Theorem 3.12
P
X (T) is B-equicontinuous. Furthermore since 6-neighborhoods 
absorb bounded sets in C(S) we also have that X(B) is weakly 
relatively compact in C(T) where B is the unit ball in C(S).
P
Hence X satisfies (8) of Theorem 4.5 and so also (2) of the 
same theorem.
Conversely, suppose X(K) is weakly compact in M(S) for 
each compact subset K of T and that X(T) is B-equicontinuous. 
Then by Theorem 3.1 X(f)eC(T) for each feC(S) since X satis­
fies condition E and furthermore there is a function $eCQ (S)
<f> £ 0 such that ||—*X(x)|| < 1 for all xeT by the B-equicon- 
tinuity of X(T) and Theorem 1.15(c), where [^*X(x)](E) =
/e J77T i(x'dy>•
We set $  = and define p:T ■* M(S) by y(x,E) =
/_ ^ X(x,dy) = [7-* X (x) ] (E) ; since each X (x) vanishes off the 
non-zeros of <t> and hence also of the function p is defined 
for all xeT and Borel sets E.
Letting W = {t: 4> (t) > 1} we have 4>(t) > <J>(t) for
teSNW and |yj|(x,S) = 1 X | (x,dy) + I * | (x,dy)
< | X | (x,W) + /gN^  yTyfl X I (x,dy) < ||X|| + 1 since | X (x) | < 1 
for all xeT.
Hence ||y|| < ||x | + 1 < °° and we will now show that
u (• ,E) is continuous for all Borel sets E C S .
Let W = {teS:----— k- < (t) < -i-} for n = 1,2,.... Then
n oo<n + 1 > ~ n
S = W S\N(<t»)|J Q Wn where N () = {x: (x) > 0} and
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|X|(x,S\N($)) = 0 as noted above. Furthermore if teWn then
KTT * * (t) * n'
Let Z = {teS:n^ < %■ (t)}. Then W C  Z and since n 9 n n
||i.X(x)|| i 1 it follows that |x|(x,Z ) < i  and consequently
 ^ n
X I (x,W ) i -i.
n
We now have y(x,E) = /E A(x,dy) = I  ^-^-X(x,dy) +
'snnujDe tot X(x'dy) + fzf\n w tot X(x'dy)
n=l n
00 ^
;Eflw T O T  X(x'dy) + n^x ;ERwn T O T x(x,dy)
/g XE Q  W ty) A (x,dy) + Z / (X.E. P  W£ ) (y) X (x, dy) .
S * n=l
xe n  w
Now the functions g (t) =  ;-— (t) for il'(t) ^ 0 andn v
g {t) = 0 for i|>(t) = 0, belong to B(S) for all n since 4>(t)
l Xe O  Wn
* on wn* Also, /s gn (y)X(x,dy) = /g --- -^-- (y)x{x,dy).
Similar statements hold for g(t) = — -Q—— (t) for ^(t) ^ 0,
g(t) = 0 for ij>(t) - 0.
But since X(K) is weakly compact for all compact subsets
K of T then by Theorem 4.5 (2) and (10), we have that X(g),
X (g n) e C (T) for n = 1,2,.... Furthermore, U E p|W ) A (x,dy) |
n
- /Eflw T O T ^ ^ (X/dy) - 'ER w <n+l) I A I (X,dy) < (n+1) I X I (x,Wn)
< (n+1) + Consequently the series representation
n n n
for y(x,E) above converges uniformly and each term being the
continuous function X(g ), this means that y(*,E) is continuous.n
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Hence by Theorem 4.3, y is a kernel satisfying (2) of 
Theorem 4.5 and so also satisfies (9) of the same theorem.
Hence y(B) is weakly relatively compact in C(T) where
P
B is again the unit ball in C(S). Let = { f eC (S) : | f | < 1}. 
Then is a 6-neighborhod of 0 since ^eCo (S) and furthermore 
M V ^ ) C  MB) . For if feV^ then fij> e B and since A(f)(x) =
/gf (y) A <x,dy) = ;s f Mx,dy) = /gf(y)*(y) ^yA(x,dy) =
/gf (y) ^ {y) y (X,dy) = y(i|jf>(x) then A (V^ ) c z  y (B) . But since 
y(B) is weakly relatively compact this sa}£ A(V^) is weakly 
relatively compact completing the proof of the theorem.
We are now ready to characterize the 8-weakly compact 
operators on C(S) into C(T) .
P D
Theorem 5.2; Let A be a linear mapping from C(S) into
C(T) . Then A is B-weakly compact if and only if A is con-
P
tinuous from C(S) into (C(T),||||) and A is weakly compact.
P
Proof: If A is B-weakly compact then there is a
6-neighborhood V of 0 such that A(V) is weakly relatively 
compact and therefore bounded. Consequently A is continuous 
from C(S) into (C(T),j|||). Furthermore since V absorbs
P
bounded sets the unit ball B Cl «V for some a so that A(B) is 
weakly relatively compact.
Conversely, suppose A is continuous from C(S)Q into
P
(C (T) , | ||) and is weakly compact. By Theorem 3.12, A has a 
kernel representation A such that A(T) is B-equicontinuous. 
Since A is weakly compact A satisfies condition (8) of
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Theorem 4.5 and so also (2). But then A satisifes the 
conditions of Theorem 5,1 so that there is a B-neighborhood 
V of 0 such that A(V) = A(V) is weakly relatively compact in 
C (T) hence proving that A is 8-weakly compact.
P
We have the following interesting
Corollary 5.3: Let A be a linear mapping from C(S) into
C(T) and suppose T is compact. Then A is continuous and 
weakly compact on C(S) if and only if A is 8-weakly compact.
P
Proof: For if A is weakly compact and 8-continuous its
kernel A satisfies (9) of Theorem 4.5 and so also (6). But 
since T is compact, (6) says that A(T) is B-equicontinuous 
and by Theorem 5.2, this makes A 8-weakly compact. The 
converse is clear.
Corollary 5.4: Let A be a linear operator from C(S)^
into a Banach space X. Then A is a continuous weakly compact 
operator into X if and only if A is B-weakly compact.
Proof: Let B be the unit ball in X and let T denote the 
unit ball B° in X* with the topology a(X*,X) so that by 
Theorem 1.3 T is compact. For each feC(S) we may consider the 
image AfeX as a bounded continuous function on T and, as is 
well known, the norm of Af as an element of C<T) is ||Af|| as 
an element of X. For the sake of discussion we denote Af by 
AQf when we consider Af as an element of C(T). Then Aq is a 
linear operator from C(S)0 into C(T) and is continuous with
P
the norm topology on C{T) if A is continuous into X. Further­
more if x *eB° = T and A is the kernel of A then for anyo
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o o
feC(S) we have (f,A*x!*> ~ (Af,x*) = (AQf,x*) = (f,A*x*) =
(f,X(x*) ) so that X (x*) -• A*x*.
If A is continuous and weakly compact then by Theorem 1.8,
X(T) = A*(B°) is weakly relatively compact in M(S) . This
means X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.5 so that A iso
a weakly compact operator. Since T is compact, then by
Corollary 5.3, Aq is B-weakly compact. This means there is a
B-neighborhood V of 0 such that is weakly relatively
compact in C(T).
Hence if x = Af eA (V) then the sequence {x } has a n n o n
weak cluster point xeC(T). In particular, x is a cluster 
point of {x^} for the topology of pointwise convergence on 
T = B°. Hence x must be linear on B° and hence the restriction 
of a linear functional on X* to B°. But x, being an element 
of C(T), is weak* continuous on B° and hence belongs to X.
But by Theorem 1.4, this means A(V) is a(X,X*) relatively 
compact. Since the converse is clear, this completes the 
proof.
The proof of the above theorem indicates yet another way 
by which kernel theory may be used to gain information about 
weakly compact linear maps of 0(S)o. We will make further useP
of this idea at the end of this section and now move on to a 
brief discussion of the kernels of weakly compact linear 
operators on C (S) and C(S)Q, but before doing so, given an
O p
example of a weakly compact operator on C(S)Q into a Banach
P
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space X which is not 3-weakly compact thus showing the
necessity of the continuity hypothesis on A in the statement
of Corollary 5.4.
Let T consist of a single point x q with the discrete
topology and let S = [0,1). Let M = {f£C(S):f (1) =
lim f(x) exists). Define A on M into C(T) by [Af](x ) = f (1).
x-*-l“
Then A is no more than a bounded linear functional defined on
the subspace M of C(S). By the Hahn-Banach theorem A has an
extension to all of C(S); we denote this extension by A.
Clearly A is weakly compact but cannot be B-weakly compact
since A is not B-continuous. For suppose A were B-continuous.
Let f (x) = xn for xe[0,l), f(x) = 0. Then f + f in the n n
B-topology on C(S) since {fn} is uniformly bounded and
compact-open convergent to f. But fneM and so [Afn](XQ) =
f (1) = 1 while [Af](x ) = 0 so that Af / Af. n o n r
Theorem 5.5; Let A be a linear mapping of CQ (S) into 
C(T) . Then A is a weakly compact operator on C q ( S ) if and 
only if A is representable by a kernel X satisfying the 
equivalent conditions of Theorem 4.5
Proof; If A is weakly compact then A is continuous and 
so has a kernel representation X by Theorem 2.2 0 which 
satisfies (9) of Theorem 4.5. Conversely if A is representable 
by a kernel X satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.5 then 
in particular (9) is satisfied so that A is weakly compact. 
Theorem 5.6: Let A be a linear mapping of C(S)„ into---------------------- P
C(T)g. Then A is continuous and weakly compact if and only
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if A has a kernel representation X satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 4.5.
Proof: If A is continuous then A has a kernel
representation X by Theorem 3.5 and if A is weakly compact 
then X satisfies (8) of Theorem 4.5. Conversely suppose A is 
representable by a kernel X satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 4.5. By (6) of that theorem along with Theorem 3.8 A 
is continuous and by (8) A is weakly compact.
Theorem 5.7: Let A be a linear mappinq of C(S)„ intoP
C(T) . Then A is 0-weakly compact if and only if A has a
P
kernel representation X satisfying the equivalent conditions 
of Theorem 4.5 along with the condition that X(T) be 
B-equicontinuous.
Proof: If A is B-weakly compact, then, A has a kernel
representation X since A is continuous such that Af = X(f).
By Theorem 5.1 X(T) is B-equicontinuous and satisfies (2) of 
Theorem 4.5. Conversely if X has those properties then by 
Theorem 5.1 there is a B-neighborhood V of 0 such that 
A (V) = X(V) is weakly relatively compact in C(T) .
P
Theorem 5.8: Let A be a linear mapping of CQ (S) into
C(T)g. If A is weakly compact then A has a unique extension 
to a continuous weakly compact operator on C(S)Q. Further-P
more if the range of A is a subset of Cq (T) this extension is 
B-weakly compact.
Proof: Since A is weakly compact then A is representable
by a kernel X satisfying all the conditions of Theorem 4.5
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according to Theorem 5.5. Extend A to C(S) by the formula 
Af = A(f) = A**f for feC(S). By Theorem 5.6 this extension 
defines a continuous weakly compact operator on C(S)a. By
P
Theorem 3.11 the extension is unique. Finally, if the range
of A is contained in C0 (T), then by Theorem 1.8 , A* maps
equicontinuous sets of M(T) (as subsets of the dual of Cq (T))
o
into weakly relatively compact subsets of M(S). But {x:xeT}
o
is CQ (T)-equicontinuous and A*{x:x T} = A(T) so that A(T) is 
weakly relatively compact and certainly 6-equicontinuous. 
Consequently the extension of A is 8-weakly compact.
It should be clear from the proof above that a weakening 
of the hypothesis for the 8-weak compactness of the extension 
of A may be possible since it was not used in its full strength 
in the proof. In this respect see Theorem 3.12.
We have one final result to extract from our knowledge of 
kernels.
Theorem 5.9: Let A be a linear operator from CQ (S) or
C(S)„ into C(T) which maps real functions on S into real
P P
functions on T. If A is continuous and weakly compact and if 
the kernel of A satisfies any one of the conditions of 
Theorem 4.8, then A = A+ - A-, where A+ and A~ are continuous 
weakly compact operators which map positive functions into 
positive functions. If A is the kernel of A and we set 
(|A[f)(x) = /gf(y)IM (x,dy) then |a | is continuous and weakly 
compact and A+ = (A + |A|)/2, A~ = (|A| - A)/2.
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Proof: The proof is clear from a consideration of
Theorem 4.8 and Theorems 5.5 and 5.6.
Before studying the compact operators on C(S^g we prove 
a final result on weakly continuous kernels. We include it 
only for the sake of completeness for its proof is not 
difficult given Theorem 1.19 and is very much like the proof 
given in Edwards [13,p.665] characterizing the weakly compact 
operators on C(S) with the compact-open topology.
Theorem 5.10: Let A:T -*■ M(S) be a kernel satisfying the
equivalent conditions of Theorem 4.5 and suppose that T is 
o-compact. Then there is a measure yeM(S)+ and a complex­
valued function k on SxT such that k(*,x)eL^(y) for all xeT 
and A(x,E) = / k(y,x)y(dy) for all xeT and Borel sets E.hi
Proof: Since T is o-compact and locally compact we can
oo
write T = [J Kn where each set Kn is compact and contained in
the interior, K°,., of K ,n+1 n
Since Kn is compact, then by (2) of Theorem 4.5, the set
A(Kn) is weakly relatively compact in M{S) and so by Theorem
1.19 there is a measure y eM(S)+, and for each xeK a functionn n
f <•,x)eL1 (y), such that A(x,E) = / f (y,x)y (dy), for all 
n  n n  n
Borel sets E and all x eK . Let g (y,x) = IIy | f (y,x) andn n " n n
vn = if l^n H ^ vn = 0 otherwise* Then A(x,E) =
/E 9n (y'x)vn (dy) and I  ^= 1‘
” 1 +Let y(E) = Z —  v (E). Then y£M(S) and each measure
n=l 2 n
is absolutely continuous with respect to y so that by the
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Radon-Nikodyn theorem there is a function hn eL^(y) such that
vn (E) = /g hn (y)u(dy) for all Borel sets E and consequently
A(x,E) = /E gn (y,x)hR (y)y(dy) for all Borel sets E and xeKn>
Let kn (y,x) - gn (y*x)hn (y) and let xeKn f| 1^. Then
fE kn <y^x >v(dy) = A(x,E) = /E km (y,x)p(dy) for all Borel E so
that kn (*,x) = km (*,x) almost everywhere y for any n and m.
Since the collection {k } is countable this implies that then
function k(y,x) = kn (y,x) of xcKn is well-defined almost 
everywhere y for each xeT, and k(*,x)eL^(y) for all xeT. 
Finally, it is clear that A(x,E) = k(x,y)y(dy), completing 
the proof.
The corollaries and applications to operator 
representations which can be drawn from Theorem 5.10 should 
be clear. One only has to consider its application in 
conjunction with Theorems 5.6 through 5.8.
We now turn to a study of the compact and 8-compact 
operators on C(S) with a view towards gaining results analo­
gous to those for weakly compact operators. We obtain first 
the analogue of Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.11; Let A:T -► M(S) be a kernel. Then there is
a 6-neighborhood V of zero such that A(V) is relatively
compact in CfT). if and only if A(T) is B-equicontinuous andP
A(K) is compact in M(S) for each compact subset K of T.
Proof: If A(V) is B-relatively compact then by Theorem
5.1 the set A(T) is 6-equicontinuous. Furthermore it is clear
that A satisfies (3) of Theorem 4.13 and so also (2).
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Conversely, suppose X (T) is 6-equicontinuous and X(K) is
compact for each compact '..ibset K of T. Since X (T) is
equicontinuous, we can proceed exactly as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1 to obtain a function $ > 0 in C Q ( S ) such that
||^ *X(x)|| < 1 for all xeT. We define  ^ as before and
<P “
again set y{x,E) = ^~yX(x,dy). We define, as in Theorem
5.1, the sets W and Wfi. It follows that y is a kernel by the 
proof given there.
We wish to show that y satisfies (1) of Theorem 4.13.
As before p(x,E> = / ^  ^ - x U . d y )  + £ (x'dy)
for all Borel sets E. If B denotes any one of the sets W or 
Wn and we set vfi(x,E) = -^ y y X(x,dy) then since X satis­
fies (2) of Theorem 4.13 and ]|vB (x) - V B (X 0 )|| aB | X (x) -X (x q )||,
where a. = 1 if B = W, a_ = n+1 if B = W , then by (1) of d d n
Theorem 4.13 the function x -*■ v„(x) is a continuous mapping ofD
T into M (S).
oo
Since y(x) = vw(x) + E vw ^or ea°h xeT we will have
w n=l n
that x y(x) is norm continuous provided the convergence of
the series on the right is uniform in the norm topology of M(S).
We have ||\> (x) | = sup{|/ f(y)vw (x,dy) | : | f | < 1} =
n n
sup{|/w f(y)/X(y) X (x,dy) | : 1 f | < 1} < 
n
sup{/w I X | (x,dy) : | f | < 1} < (n+1) | X | (x,Wn) < (n+1) 1/n3
n
by the same arguments for the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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m m
Consequently for all xeT | E v (x) | < E ||vw (x) |
k=n k " k=n k
m n+1< E — j and the convergence is uniform and y satisfies (1) 
k=n n
of Theorem 4.13.
We complete the proof by exactly the same arguments as 
in Theorem 5.1 making use of the fact that y now satisfies
(3) of Theorem 4.13.
The result above yields the analogue of Theorem 5.2, 
stated as follows:
Theorem 5.12: Let A be a linear mapping of C(S)„ into” E>
C(T)g .  Then A is B-compact if and only if A is compact and
continuous with the norm topology on C(T).
It is clear that Corollary 5.3 and theorems 5.5, 5.6,
5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 remain valid with the words "weakly compact"
replaced by "compact" and with "Theorem 4,5" replaced by
"Theorem 4.13". It is also clear that Theorem 5.10 remains
valid and can be strengthened slightly. For since x -+ A (x)
is norm continuous then given e ■» 0 and x eT there is ao
neighborhood U of x such that /c |k(y,x) - k(y,x )|y(dy) =O o O
||A (x) - A (xQ) | < e for all xeU.
The relationship between the kernel A and the function k 
is yet to be determined, to the best of our knowledge. Certain 
conditions on k trivially imply that A is either weakly or 
norm continuous but according to [9,p.490] necessary conditions 
on k are not known.
We prove the analogue of Corollary 5.4.
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Theorem 5,12: Let A be a linear mapping of C(S)^ into
a Banach space X. Then A is continuous and compact if and 
only if A is 6-compact.
Proof: We proceed as in the proof of Corollary 5.4
taking T to be the polar of the unit ball in X with the weak* 
topology and letting AQf represent Af considered as a con­
tinuous function on T and X (x*) = A*x* for x *eT = B°e If A 
is a compact operator then A<B) is relatively compact in X 
where B is the unit ball in C(S). But the norm topology on 
X is the supremum norm topology on X considered as a subset 
of C{T), and consequently Aq (B) is relatively compact in C(T) 
so that X , being the kernel of Aq, satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of Theorem 4.13, and additionally X (T) = A*(B°) is 
8-equicontinuous by Lemma 3.4, so that by Theorem 5.12, Aq is 
6-compact and this says that A is 6-compact. The converse 
being clear, this completes the proof.
Actually one may more formally describe the idea by which 
kernel theory may be applied to operators with range in a 
normed vector space but we do not do so since the proof of 
the above theorem makes the method of application abundantly 
clear. If the range of the operator A is a locally convex 
space X, one may take T to be the polar of a neighborhood V 
in X* with the topology a(X*,X) and gain the representation 
[Af](x*) = X (f)(x*) for x * e V ° .  There are, however, some 
obvious limits to just how applicable this method can actually 
be.
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This concludes our study of compact and weakly compact 
operators on C{S) . Certain interesting questions remainD
open however. A consideration of Theorem 5.9 causes one to 
ask if operators A for which the conclusions of that theorem 
holds can be intrinsically characterized? The example 
preceding Corollary 4.7 along with a consideration of Theorem 
5.10 may be helpful in this respect. One might also ask if 
the product of weakly compact operators on C(S). is compact
P
as is the case when S is compact.
CHAPTER VI - - 
SEMIGROUP? CF OPERATORS ON C (S) AND C(S).O p
Let {At:t 2. 0} be a transition function on S. That is,
for each t > 0, At:S -► M(S), A^f*,E) is Borel measurable for
each Borel set E and At+u(x/E> = /gAt(y,E)Au (x,dy).
For feB(S) set [Ttf] <x) = Afc(f)(x) = /gf(y)A(x,dy).
Then T feB(S) by the proof of Theorem 2.11, and [T.{T f)](x) = t c u
At(Tuf)(x) = /g [Tuf] <y)At(x,dy) = /g/gf(z)Au (y,dz)At(x,dy) =
/gf(y)Afc+u(x,dy) by Theorem 2.13 with A = Au# y = Afc and 
v = *t+u* Hence {T^it >0} is a semigroup of operators on 
B(S) and | Tt | = ||xt||.
By Theorem 3.8, T (C(S)) C Z  C(S) provided Afc is a kernel 
satisfying condition E, in which case, Tt is also a continuous 
operator from C{S) into C(S) . In this case {T :t > 0} is a
P P tl —
semigroup of operators on C<S) ; clearly {T :t > 0} is a semi-
P t
group on CQ (S) if and only if At(f)eCQ (S) for feCQ (S). Finally 
the operators Tfc are always norm continuous.
Theorem 6.1; Let {At:t > 0} be a transition function on 
M(S). The formula T^f = defines a semigroup of con­
tinuous linear operators in C(S) provided that there is a
P
number a > 0 such that Afc is a kernel on S for all t < a and
Afc satisfies condition E for all t < a.
Proof: Our earlier remarks show that {T.:t > 0} is at
semigroup on B(S) and furthermore under the given hypotheses 
we see that Tfc(C(S))dC( S)  for all t < a. If ue[a,2a) then
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u = t + h for t,h < a and for feC(S) one has T^f * TtT^feC(S) 
so that by induction TtC(S)CZ C(S) for all t > 0. Furthermore, 
the hypotheses imply by Theorem 3.8 that the operators are 
3-continuous for t < a so that Ty is also B-continuous for 
ue[a,2a), and again by induction, T is continuous for all 
t  i  0 .
From the viewpoint of the study of Markov processes the 
following corollary is of interest.
Corollary 6.2: Suppose {xfc:t > 0} is a transition
function on a paracompact space S, and suppose that the formula
Tfcf = x^(f) defines a linear transformation on C(S) into 
itself for all t less than some number a > 0. Then {Tfc:t>0} 
is a semigroup of B-continuous operators on C(S).
Proof: Since TtfeC(S) for all feC(S) with t < a then by
Corollary 3.10 Tfc is a B-continuous operator on C(S) for all 
t < a and additionally, by Theorem 3.5, X satisfies condition
E for all t < a and the conclusion follows from Theorem 6.1.
The analogous results for C(S)_, are clear and we do notP
state them.
We now give the converse of Theorem 6.1 which is known
for first countable spaces and positive operators. See
Dynkin [11,p.52],
Theorem 6.3; Let {Tfc:t > 0} be a semigroup of operators
in C (S), C(S) or C{S) ,. The semigroup (T.:t > 0} is 
O p B t
uniquely defined by some transition function (Xt:t > 0 } such 
that for each t > 0, X satisfies condition E or E* according
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to the space C(S)Q or C(S' , on which each T is continuous.
P P t
Proof: Theorems 2.21 and 3.6 yield kernels A^, for each
t > 0, such that Tfc**f = At{f) for all feB(S). Since T**u =
T* *T**, letting f = x~ yields the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
t U Xj
Xt+u(x,E) = [T**u xEl(x) = xE])(x) = /sXu (y,E)At (x,dy)
so that fXt:t >0} is a transition function. Applications of 
Theorem 3.5 yield the remaining conclusions.
If each operator Tfc is a bounded operator with norm 1 and 
also positive then each measure At (x) is a probability measure 
which is regular on S. It then follows from the work of 
Kolmogorov [21], along with a generalization of it found in 
Neveu [27], that the transition function {At:t > 0} is the 
transition function of a Markov process. That is, there is a 
space ft with a-algebras Mt, trajectories xfc on ft into S, and 
probability measures Px for each xeS, such that A^(x,E) =
P (x.^(E)) for all Borel sets E, so that [T f](x) =
X t fc
/ f(x. (u))P (dto) for all feC(S) and xeS. Consequently [T f] (x)
ti t X w
is the expectation of f8x. with respect to the probability P .
w X
It follows that the considerable theory of Markov processes 
is now applicable to the study of such semigroups on C(S) .
P
Conversely, given a Markov process with transition function 
At, or any transition function Xfc, we have seen that the 
induced semigroup T^_ consists of 8-continuous operators on 
C(S) provided that S is paracompact and T^ leaves C(S) in­
variant. In order to apply the general theory of semigroups 
on locally convex spaces found in Yosida [33] one requires that
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the operators {T^:t > 0} be equicontinuous. In general this 
may not be the case. For example consider the translation 
semigroup [Ttf](x) = f(x+t) on S = [0,®) and feC(S). Let 
g(x) = e so that geCQ (S) and suppose there is a ^eCQ (S) 
such that ||f^|| < 1 implies ||gTtf|| < 1. Let [0,a] be an inter­
val such that if | <Hx) | > 1/e then xe[0,a]. Let f be a
function identically 0 on [0 ,a] and reaching a maximum of e
at some point a + tQ. Then ||f^|| s. 1 and |g(0) [T^f] (0) | =
|f(0 + t)| is assumed to be less than or equal to one for all 
t > 0. Choosing t = a + t yields a contradiction.
Our next task is to characterize those semigroups which 
are 6-equicontinuous on bounded intervals and are strongly 
continuous on CQ (S); i.e., such that the subspace XQ defined 
in Chapter I contains CQ (S).
We begin with a generalization of a result found in 
[1 1,p . 3 6 ] .
Lemma 6.4: Let X be a locally convex space and let
{T^st > 0} be a semigroup of linear operators in X which is
equicontinuous on an interval [0,a), for some a > 0. Let XQ
= (xeX:Ttx -*■ x as t ♦ 0), and let X^ = {xeX:Ttx -*• x o(X,X*)
as t -+ 0}. Then X = X if and only if X. = X.o 1
Proof: Clearly XQCZ and we need only show that X^ = X
implies X = X. o
Fix x*eX* and let f(t) = i'B^x,x*> for a fixed xeX^ = X. 
Then f(t+h) - f(t) = ( T^+^x - Ttx,x* ) = (T^x - x,T^*x* ) and 
since xeX^ then f(t+h) + f(t) as h -»■ 0, hi.0. Hence f is
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continuous from the right and consequently is Lebesgue 
measurable. That is the function t -*■ Tfcx is weakly measurable.
We now claim that the function t Tfcx is almost 
separably valued; i.e., it values all lie in a separable sub­
space of X save for all t belonging to a set of Lebesgue
measure zero. Let L denote the closure of the subspace con-
n
sisting of all vectors of the form E a.T x where r. is
i=l 1 ri 1
rational and a^ is a complex number with rational real and
imaginary parts. Then L is a closed subspace of X, and
moreover L is separable. If for some t, Tfcx/L then by the
Hahn-Banach theorem there is a vector x*eX* such that (y,k*)
= 0 for all yeL and (Ttx,x*) = 1. If {rn> is a decreasing
sequence of rational numbers converging to t then T xeL and
n
( T. x - T x,x*) -*■ 0. But (t x,x*> = 0 while (t.x,x*> = 1. t r r ' t 'n n
Consequently t -*■ Ttx is separately valued.
It now follows from [29,Remark 1] and the hypothesis of 
equicontinuity that t -* Tfcx is continuous at all points t > 0. 
From this and the semigroup property one has that XQ ZD 
{T^ _x: t > 0 , xcX}.
Suppose xeX^ but x^XQ. Since by (1) of Theorem 1.23 the 
set XQ is a closed subspace of X there exists an x*eX* such 
that (y,x* )= 0 for all yeXQ and (x,x*) = 1. But since xeX^ 
then (. T^ ,x,x* ) -*■ (x,x*) and this is a contradiction since 
^Tfcx,x* ) = 0 for all t > 0. Consequently X^^C XqC  and 
the proof is complete.
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Our principle result is the following:
Theorem 6.5: Let {Tt:t > 0} be a semigroup of
B-continuous operators with transition function {At:t £ 0}.
Let ae (0,«°) and Ta = [0,a]X S. Suppose N = sup{ ||A | : t^a> <■».A U
Consider the following statements.
{1) {Tfc:t < a> is B-equicontinuous and for all feCQ (S), 
Tfcf -*• f pointwise on S as t -* 0.
(2) The mapping y:Ta -*■ M(S) defined by y{(t,x),E) = 
At (x,E) satisfies condition E and T^f -*■ f as t -*■ 0 
in the B topology on C(S) for all feC(S).
(3) Same as (2) with the B-topology replaced by the 
compact-open topology on C(S).
i
(4) The mapping y satisfies E and the mapping (t,x& -►
a
[Tfcf](x) defines a continuous function on T for 
all feC(S).
(5) The same as (4) with C{S) replaced by CQ (S).
(6) The formula [Bf](t,x) = [Ttf](x) defines a continuous 
linear operator on C(S). into C{Ta)o.
P P
(4') The mapping (t,x) -> [Ttf](x) is a continuous function 
on Ta for all feC(S).
(6 ') B(C(S) )CI C(Ta) .
The conclusions are: (1) through (6) are equivalent, and
if S is paracompact, then (4) and (6) may be replaced by (41) 
and (6 ').
Proof: Suppose (1) holds. We show that (2) follows.
If Q is a compact subset of Ta, then Q Cl [0,a]X K for some
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compact subset K of S. Let ^eCo (S), such that 0 <  ^< 1 and
t|> = 1 on K. Since {T^st i a} is 0-equicontinuous there is a
neighborhood V of 0 in C{S) such that if feV then ||i^ T^ f H < 1.
If (t,x) eQ then xeK so that | [Tfcf ] (x) | = | iJj(x ) [Ttf] (x) | < 1
and this says 1 > |x^(f)(x)| = |y(f){t,x)| for all (t,x)eQ.
Hence y(Q)C V°, so that by definition u satisfies E.
Now fix xeS and let v(t,E) = Xfc{x,E) for t -» 0 and 
o
v(0,E) = x(E). From what we have just shown, {v^it i. a} 
satisfies E and from (1) v(f)(t) = [T^ f] (x) •* f (x) = ^(f){0) 
as t -+ 0 for all feCo (S). By Corollary 3.3, o(f)(t) -*■ v(f)(0) 
for all feC(S). Consequently Tfcf -*■ f pointwise for all feC(S). 
Since N& < « the set {Ttf:t < a} is uniformly bounded and 
consequently Tfcf -* f weakly as t -*■ 0 for all feC(S). That is, 
the set of Lemma 6.4 is C(S). Consequently Xq = C(S) which 
means that T^f ■+ f in the 6-topology on C(S) for all feC(S), 
proving (2) .
Clearly (2) implies (3). Given (3) , let us prove (4) . Since 
|[ T. f 1 < N | f | for t < a then {T f:t < a) is uniformly bounded
C a L
and since the 6 and compact open topologies agree on bounded 
sets then T f ■> f in C(S) as t -► 0. Hence if t t e[0,a)
L P H O
then T. , f -> f and since T. is 6-continuous then T. f =t-t t tnn o  o
T. T . f -► T. f in C (S) . Furthermore if xeS then choosing
o n  o
a neighborhood U of x with compact closure there exists an
integer N such that |[T f](y) - [Tfc f](y) j < e for n > N and
n o
all yeU. It follows that if x ■* x then [T. f] (x )-*-[T. f] (x) .
a t a tn o
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Now let t *?r t and x -*■ x with U chosen as above, n o  a
Choose a such that if a i a„ then x eU. Since y satisfies E o o a
on Ta and U is compact there is a 0-neighborhood V of 0 such
that |y(g) (t,y) | < e/2 for all (t,y)e[0,a]X U. Since
t - t -*-0 then given feC(S) there is an N such thato n
T _ f - feV for all n » N. Consequently 
o” n
I y (T , f - f) (t,y) | < e/2 for all t < a, yeU. Choose 6
ro n ° °
such that |[T^ f](x^) - [Tfc f](x)| < e/2 for a > 6 .
o o
If n i N and a 2. 6 then | [T. f] (x ) - [T. f] (x) |
n 01 o
i |[Tt f](x q) - Tt [Tfc _t f](xa> j + |[Ttf](xa) - [Ttf](x)| 
n n o n
 ^ Iy(f - Tt _t f) (tn,xa) ! + I [Ttf] (xo) - [Ttf] (X) j 
o n
< e/2 + e/2 = e.
Hence for any sequence t ->■ t and net x -*• x we haven o  a
[Tfc f] (xa) -► [Tfc f] (x) proving (4) . 
n o
Clearly (4) implies (5). If (5) holds then to say that
(t,x) ■+ [T^f](x) is continuous on Ta for feC0 (S) merely means
that y is a kernel on Ta, since y{f)(t,x) = [Ttf](x) , and since 
y satisfies E and Bf = y(f), then by Theorem 3.8, (6) holds.
Clearly (6) implies that T^f - f pointwise for feCo (S).
a
Furthermore, since B is continuous on C(S)g into C(T then 
{Tfc:t < a} is 8-equicontinuous. For let be a 0-neighborhood 
of 0 in C(S) and let V = {feC(Ta):ffc = f(t,-)eV^ for t < a}.
Then V = V, is a 8-neighborhood of 0 in C(Ta) where <b(t,x) =
<P
ip(x) and hence there is a 8-neighborhood U of 0 in C(S) stich
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that t3(U)CH v * That is, £ e U  implies [Bf](t,*) = T^feV so
that Tfc(U)C: V for all c < a and {Tt:t < a} is B-equicontinuous.
Finally, if S is paracompact both (4') and (6 1) imply 
Bf = p(f) takes C(S) into C (T) . By Theorem 3.2 p satisfies
condition E, so that (6) holds by Theorem 3.8 and hence (4')
and (6 ’) are equivalent to (4) and (6) respectively.
As a consequence of this theorem we have the following 
important corollary.
Theorem 6 .6 ; Let {Tt:t > 0} be a semigroup of continuous 
operators in C(S) with transition function {X.:t > 0}.P U
Suppose that M = sup { | A1 1|: t > 0} < ® and that {T^it £ 0} 
satisfies any one of the conditions of Theorem 6.5 for some 
a > 0. Then for every a > 0 the semigroup - e is a
strongly continuous semigroup which is B-equicontinuous on 
[0 ,»).
Proof: Since by (2) of Theorem 6.5, {Tt:t > 0} is strongly
continuous on C(S)„ (i.e.,X - C(S)„), so is s“ for each6 o $ t
a > 0. Let T — S and let y:T -► M(S) be defined by
y((t,x),E) = Xt(x,E). Since {T^:t > 0} satisfies the condition
(1) of Theorem 6.5 for some a > 0 this condition is also 
satisfied for all a > 0 by the semigroup propetty. Consequently 
the remaining conditions of Theorem 6.5 are valid for all 
a > 0. Since every compact subset K of T is contained in a
set [0,a]X Q for some a > 0 and some compact set Q d S  it
follows from (2) that p(K) is B-equicontinuous so that p
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satisfies condition E on T. Furthermore from (4) u is a kernel 
on T since M > ||m||. Hence the formula Bf = u(f) defines a 
continuous linear operator on C(S)0 into C(T)„ by Theorem 3.8.
P P
_ n j.
Let ip£CQ (S) and define <{>eCo {T) by <j>(t,x) = e” ^(x) for 
a fixed a > 0. Then there is a B-neighborhood V of 0 in C(S) 
such that B(V)dV^. That is, if fev then ||4>Bf|| < 1 or 
sup{ |^(x)e_at[Ttf](x)|:(t,x)e[0,“)X S)s 1 for all feV. But
m
this says ||^ s“f|| * 1 for every t > 0 and feV completing the 
proof.
The significance of Theorem 6.6 resides in the fact that 
a semigroup {Tfc} satisfying the condition (1) of Theorem 6.5 
(which is entirely analogous to the usual assumption for 
semigroups on Banach spaces) can be transformed, by multipli­
cation by e at, into a semigroup satisfying the hypotheses of 
the general theory found in Yosida [33], provided that 
sup||Tt||< °° . This latter condition is always satisfied when 
the semigroup arises from a Markov process; that is, when the 
transition function consists of probability measures.
Corollary 6.7: Let (Tfc:t > 0} be as in Theorem 6.7 and
M < °°. If S is paracompact and the mapping (t,x) -+ [Ttf] (x) 
is continuous on [0,a)X S for all feC(S) and some fixed a > 0 
then (e atTt:t > 0 ) is a strongly continuous semigroup on 
C(S)„ which is equicontinuous on [0 ,®) for all a * 0.
P
If each measure Xt (x) is a probability measure it is 
shown in Dynkin [11,p.54] that Ttf -► f pointwise on S for all 
feC(S) if and only if is stochastically continuous; that
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is, *t(x,U) -+ 1 as t -*■ 0 for all xeU and all open subsets U 
of S.
Theorem 6 .8: Ler (*tst > 0} be a transition function
consisting of probability measures. If X^(x,E) -+ 1 as t -* 0 
for xgE, where E is an open o-compact subset of S or a closed 
strict G & f then the adjoint semigroup (T*y)(E) = f {x,E)y(dx) 
is strongly continuous on M(S) and conversely.
Proof: If C is a closed strict G. set and xeC thenO
O
X. (x,S\C) -*■ 1 and since X. (x,S) = 1 this means X. (x) + x on t t t
closed strict G^ sets as t + 0, Since |xt (x,C)| s 1 for all
xeS, if yeM(S) then /gX (x ,C) y (dx) ■> /gX(C)y(dx) = y (C) for
all closed strict Gx sets C. Hence T£y -+ y on closed stricto t
Gg sets and by (2) of Corollary 4.11 this means T*y -*■ y weakly. 
By Lemma 6.4, {T*>, being equicontinuous on M(S), is strongly 
continuous. The converse is clear.
We note that this theorem remains valid if the condition 
that the ^(x) be probability measures is replaced by the 
assumption that sup{||X^ |[: t < a} < » for some a > 0.
For our final result we turn to a consideration of an 
important class of semigroups, those induced by a semigroup 
of maps on the space S. We suppose that for each t > 0 a 
continuous mapping + S exists such that ^t+u - 'J’t'^ u ^or
all u,t > 0, with it»0 (x) = x for all xeS. The formula Tfcf = 
f o ip defines a semigroup on C(S) with transition function
u p
Xfc(x) = ^t^x)‘ Clearly the semigroup consists of B-continuous 
operators with ||x (x) || = 1 .
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Dorroh [8] has shown that multiplication by e au makes 
such a semigroup B'-equico itinuous on [0,®), We improve this 
to B-equicontinuity and give a new condition (condition (4) 
below) on the maps {^} which is equivalent to this; the 
remaining conditions are due to Dorroh.
Theorem 6.9: With the maps t > 0} and semigroup
{Tfc:t >0) defined as above, the following are equivalent:
Cl t(1) For each a > 0, the semigroup {e T^ .} is
B-equicontinuous on [0,“) and strongly continuous 
on C (S) .
(2) The map t -*■ is continuous on [0,®) for all
xeS.
(3) The map (t,x) ^fc(x) is continuous on [0,a)X S 
for all a > 0 .
(4) 4»t (x) -*■ x as t -+ 0 and for all a > 0, the set
\J "^s comPact s ^or each compact subset
tsa
Q of S.
(5) ^t (x) ■+ x as t ■+■ 0 and {Tfc:t < a} is B-equicontinuous 
for some a > 0 .
Proof: To see that (1) implies (2), fix xeS and ts[0,°°).
If U is a neighborhood of i^t (x) with compact closure there is 
a function feCQ (S) such that f(^(x)) = 1 and f = 0 on 3\U.
By (2) of Theorem 1,23, t Tfcf is continuous on [0,®), so that 
there is a 6 > 0 such that if | u—11 < 6 then ||^ (Tfcf - T f) | <
1/2 where we take - f. In particular then, 1/2 > | 4> (x) f (^  (x) )
- ^ (x) f U u (x) ) | = |1 - f ( {x>) | so that f(^u (x)) > 0 and
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consequently ^(x)eU. This proves (2).
That {2) implies (3) follows immediately from [8 , Theorem
2 .2] .
To see that (3) implies (4) let a > 0 and Q a compact
subset of S. Since i(i(t,x) = a conti-nuous function on
[0,a+e)X S into S, then i|> ( [0 ,a]X Q) =  ^ (Q) is compact in
tia
S. Also (3) clearly implies that ^fc(x) -*■ x as t ■* 0„
Hence (4) holds. To see that (5) follows, let us consider
the semigroup {Tfc:t > 0} as a semigroup of continuous operators
on C(S) with the compact-open topology. If a > 0 and U(Q, ) =
{feC(S):|f(x)| < e for all xeQ} is a neighborhood of 0 in this
topology on C(S) then V(K, e) = {f £C (S) : |f(x)| < £ for all xeK} =
U  ^4. (Ql } is also a neighborhood of 0 , and if f£V(K,£) then 
tia
Ttf = fo^teU(Q,£) for all t*a. Hence {Tt:tia} is compact-open 
equicontinuous on C(S). Furthermore, sincd i^t (x)-*-x as t-*-0 then 
Ttf+f pointwise on S for all feC(S). It now follows from [13, 
p. 204] that Ttf -*• f weakly in C(S) with the compact-open 
topology. By Lemma 6.4, Tfcf - f in the compact-open topology 
for all feC<S) and hence T.f + f in C(S). as t + 0,t P
The transition function of {Tt> being *t (x) = ^°(x) it
follows from the fact that i|>.(Q) is compact in S for Q
tsa
compact in S that the mapping y({t,x)) = ^t (x) defined in (2) 
of Theorem 6.5 satisfies condition E. Since T.f + f in C(S)fi
U P
as t + 0 this means the semigroup { >  satisfies condition (2) 
of Theorem 6.5 and from this follows (5) of this theorem as a 
consequence of (1) of Theorem 6.5.
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Finally (5) implies that (1) of Theorem 6e5 holds so 
that by Theorem 6.6, statement (1) holds. This completes the 
proof.
This concludes our work in this chapter and in this 
dissertation„ We have by no means exhausted the possible 
applications of our work with kernels to semigroups of 
operators. The primary intent of this chapter was twofold. 
First of all, we wished to obtain the kernel representation 
of semigroups on C(S)Q and C (S). Secondly, we wanted to
P o
show that when the semigroup is given by a transition function 
of regular measures, then a consideration of the semigroup on 
C (S) _ , rather than (C (S) , | ||) as is the case in Dynkin [11], is
P
both informative and non-restrictive<, We believe that 
Theorems 6.5, 6 .6 , and Corollary 607 establish this.
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